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Abstract 
In this dissertation a general Lorentz invariant representation (referred to as the IA2 
representation) of the nucleon-nucleon (NN) scattering matrix, F is applied to the calcu-
lation of complete sets of spin observables for quasi elastic (fl, fl ' ) and (fl, fi) scattering in 
the context of the Relativistic Plane Wave Impulse Approximation (RPWIA). A complete 
expansion of the NN scattering matrix eliminates the arbitrariness of the previously used 
five-term representation (the IAl or SPVAT form of the NN scattering matrix) and al-
lows for a correct incorporation of effective-mass-type medium effects within the RPWIA 
framework and within the context of the Walecka model. The aim is to investigate how 
successful the Walecka-model effective nucleon mass concept is in describing quasielastic 
(fl, fl') and (fl, fi) scattering data and whether it is possible to find a combination of effec-
tive projectile and target nucleon masses which can describe a complete set of quasielastic 
spin observables. Calculations are done for the energy range 200 MeV to 500 MeV and 
for the following targets: 4°Ca, 12C, 208 Pb and 54Fe. 
Historically the first application of the IAl representation of F within the context 
of the RPWIA was to the reaction 4°Ca(fl,fl') at 1lab = 500 MeV and ezab = 19°. 
There it was found that the use of an effective mass for the external nucleons moved 
the theoretical calculation closer to the analyzing power data and below the free mass 
calculation. This was referred to as the 'quenching effect ' in the analyzing power and was 
claimed to be a 'relativistic signature'. Employing the correct IA2 representation ofF, 
however , shows that the quenching effect in Ay is not as large as was initially predicted 
and in effect becomes negligible as the energy is lowered to 200 MeV for (fl, fl') scattering. 
The new calculations employing the IA2 representation therefore expose the danger of 
using an incomplete representation of F. We also extract (individually for (fl, fl') and 
(fl, fi) scattering) an optimal set of effective projectile and target nucleon masses which is 
defined as that combination which gives the best fit to all experimental spin observables 
for a specific reaction and incident laboratory kinetic energy 1/.ab· One finds that the 
optimal set for (fl, fl') and (fl, fi) scattering are in general fairly the same and constant 
with 1lab and target nucleus. Numerical results indicate that the optimal set provides an 
adequate description of Dn, Ds's , Ds'e and De' s for the energy range 500 MeV to 200 
MeV both at the quasi elastic peak and as a function of energy transfer. The description 
of Dnn (for both the (fl, fi) and (fl,fl') reaction) and Ay (for the (fl, fl ' ) reaction only) 
becomes problematic, however, as the energy is lowered from 500 MeV to 200 MeV. 
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Samevatting 
Hierdie proefskrif bevat die toepassing van 'n algemene Lorentz invariante daarstelling 
(bekend as die IA2 daarstelling) van die nukleon-nukleon (NN) verstrooiingsmatriks, F in 
die berekening van volledige stelle van spin waarneembares vir kwasi-elastiese (p, p ') en 
(p, n) verstrooing binne die raamwerk van die Relatiwistiese Vlakgolf lmpulsbenadering 
(RVI). 'n Volledige uitbreiding van die NN verstrooiingsmatriks verwyder die dubbelsin-
nighede wat inherent aan die sogenaamde IAl of SPVAT daarstelling van F is en bemaak 
sodoende 'n meer korrekte inagneming moontlik van die omringende kernmedium deur 
middel van effektiewe nukleonmassas volgens die Walecka model. Die doel is om vas te 
stel hoe suksesvol die konsep van 'n effektiewe nukleonmassa is in die beskrywing van 
kwasi-elastiese (p, p') en (p, n) verstrooingsdata en of di t moontlik is om 'n kombinasie 
van effektiewe massas vir die projektiel en teiken nukleone te verkry wat 'n volledige stel 
van kwasi-elastiese spin waarneembares kan bekryf. Berekeninge is gedoen vir laborato-
rium energiee tussen 200 MeV en 500 MeV en vir die volgende teikens: 4°Ca, 12C, 208 Pb 
en 54 Fe. 
Histories was die eerste toepassing van die IAl daarstelling van F op die reaksie 
4
°Ca(p,p') by Tlab = 500 MeV en ()lab = 19°. Daar is toe gevind dat die gebruik 
van effektiewe mass as die berekende analiseervermoe aansienlik verminder ( relatief tot 
'n vrye nukleon massa berekening: die sogenaamde 'quenching effect'.) en dat dit die 
gemete waardes kan reproduseer. Hierdie situasie is as 'n duidelike relatiwistiese effek 
geiinterpreteer. Die gebruik van die korrekte IA2 daarstelling van F toon egter dat die 
dempingseffek nie so groot is as wat oorspronklik voorspel is nie en dat dit eintlik weglaat-
baar klein word soos die energie verminder na 200 MeV vir (p,p') verstrooing. Die nuwe 
berekeninge wat gebruik maak van die IA2 daarstelling wys dus die gevare en beperk-
ings uit verbonde aan die gebruik van 'n onvolledige uitbreiding van F. Verder word 
'n optimale stel effektiewe pro j ektiel en teiken mass as ( afsonderlik vir (p, n) en (P, p') 
verstrooiing) afgelei wat gedefinieer word as daardie stel wat die beste passing gee vir 
alle eksperimentele spin waarnembares vir 'n spesifieke reaksie en invallende laborato-
rium energie Tlab· Berekeninge toon aan dat die IA2 daarstelling van F, tesame met 
die effektiewe nukleonmassa as parameter, bevredigende resultate lewer vir die volgende 
spin waarneembares: De'e, Ds's, Ds'e en De's vir beide (p,p') en (p, n) verstrooing vir die 
energiee 200 MeV tot 500 MeV. Die beskrywing van Dnn (vir beide die (p, n) en (p,p') 
reaksies) en Ay (vir die (p, p') reaksie) word egter pro blematies soos die energie verlaag 
vanaf 500 MeV na 200 MeV. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction and motivation 
Even though the neutron was discovered as long ago as 1932 by Chadwick [Ch32], the 
description of the nucleon-nucleon (NN) interaction from first principles remains to this 
day one of the most fundamental problems in physics. The NN interaction is dependent 
on the relative spin orientation of the two nucleons [Pa81] and hence it can best be 
studied if a beam of spin polarized protons is scattered and one measures the so-called 
spin observables describing the transition of the spin from some initial polarization to 
some final polarization. 
This dissertation is concerned with the calculation of complete sets of spin observables 
for quasielastic (p, p') and (p, n) scattering employing a general Lorentz invariant rep-
resentation of the NN scattering matrix within the framework of the Relativistic Plane 
Wave Impulse Approximation (RPWIA) . Eventually I calculate the associated complete 
set of spin observables for reactions in the energy range of 200 MeV to 500 MeV and the 
target nuclei include 12 C, 4°Ca, 54 Fe and 208 Pb. What follows is a brief motivation of the 
latter assignment. 
For laboratory kinetic energies between 100 MeV and 500 MeV and moderate momen-
tum transfers (I q I < 2 fm -l) quasielastic scattering is the dominant reaction mechanism 
in proton-nucleus scattering [Hi99]. It has the following characteristics which also ex-
plains why it is called a 'quasielastic' process: It manifests itself as a broad peak in the 
inclusive excitation spectrum: See Fig 2.1. The use of a polarized incident beam allows 
one to measure the following set of observables: the unpolarized double differential cross 
section, the induced polarization, the analyzing power and the spin transfer coefficients. 
Quasielastic scattering behaves like NN scattering inside the nuclear medium due to the 
following reasons: 
1. The excitation energy associated with the centroid of the peak approximately obeys 
the conservation of momentum and energy of two colliding particles of equal mass. 
2. The spin transfer coefficients are practically the same for scattering off closed shell 
nuclei within a large mass range (2H, 12 C, 4°Ca and 208 Pb [Wa99]), which indicates 
a general non-involvement of the other nucleons in the nucleus. 
The most basic assumption is therefore that this type of scattering can be considered 
as mainly a single-step process whereby the projectile interacts with one target nucleon 
while the other nucleons remain inert. Thus it is considered to be effectively a single 
1 
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NN scattering which occurs in the medium of the other nucleons of the nucleus and 
can therefore be called a quasielastic process. Deviations of any observables from their 
corresponding free NN values can thus be attributed to modifications of the free NN 
interaction due to the surrounding nuclear medium. Hence quasielastic scattering provides 
a way to study effects of the nuclear medium on the basic NN interaction. It is desirable to 
measure a complete set of spin observables since medium effects might show up differently 
for the different spin observables. 
In this study we will be concerned with the calculation of the analyzing power and 
the polarization transfer observables. The unpolarized cross section represents an average 
over the spins and in a sense one 'washes out' any information relating to the spin, whereas 
the polarization transfer observables are sensitive to any changes in the spin dependence 
of the NN interaction in the nuclear medium. Distortions of the incoming and outgoing 
proton wave functions primarily reduce the cross section, whereas the spin observables 
(which are defined as ratios of polarized cross sections) are expected to be insensitive 
to distortion uncertainties. We consider both quasi elastic (p, p') and (p, n) scattering 
since these two reactions should yield complementary information about the different 
components of the NN interaction and hence provide further restrictions on any model of 
quasielastic proton-nucleus scattering. Measurements of complete sets of quasielastic spin 
observables are currently underway at the Research Center for Nuclear Physics (RCNP) 
in Osaka, Japan. 
In a relativistic description offundamental problems in Nuclear Physics the dynamical 
equation is the Dirac equation as opposed to the traditional Schrodinger-based formalism. 
Historically the Dirac-based description could successfully predict the spin observables for 
elastic scattering of 500 MeV protons by 4°Ca. This was first illustrated in the work of 
Clark and collaborators [Cl73, Ar76, Ar79, Ar81, Cl82] who showed that one can ob-
tain excellent quantitative results for elastic proton-nucleus spin observables if one solves 
the Dirac equation with large (attractive) scalar and (repulsive) vector phenomenological 
potentials [Cl82]. McNeil , Shepard and Wallace then showed [Mc83, Mc83a] that their pa-
rameter free theoretical description reproduces the qualitative features of the phenomeno-
logical approach of Clark et. al. A relativistic formulation of quasielastic proton-nucleus 
scattering was put forward by Horowitz and Murdock in 1988 [Ho88]. In their model , 
referred to as the Relativistic Plane Wave Impulse Approximation (RPWIA), they exploit 
the above-mentioned experimental features of quasielastic scattering and consider it to 
be a two-body scattering process in which the two nucleons participating in the reaction 
are described by four-component Dirac spinors, in which the nucleon mass is treated as a 
parameter. It is through the use of an effective nucleon mass that the effect of the spec-
tator nucleons are taken into account, i.e. the fact that scattering takes place inside the 
nuclear medium. This effective nucleon mass is an intrinsically relativistic concept and 
was introduced in the work on nuclear structure and nuclear matter by Walecka [Wa74]. 
In order to calculate the spin observables the basic quantity of interest is the transition 
matrix element, defined as: 
M (JJFJi) 
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where li) and If) denote initial and final nuclear states respectively and F is the scattering 
operator that connects the initial and final states. In general these three components of 
M namely li), If) and F are very complicated entities since the nucleus is a complicated 
many-body system. The above-mentioned experimental features of quasielastic scattering 
allow one, however, to make certain assumptions which lead to a solvable model in the 
sense that theoretical numerical results can be obtained for the spin observables. Since 
the RPWIA reduces quasielastic scattering to a two-body scattering process one writes: 
and 
If) = lh) ®1/2). 
Here li1) and li2) are free particle Dirac spinors with free nucleon masses replaced by 
effective nucleon masses (within the context of the Walecka model [Wa74]) for the two 
scattering nucleons. This is a huge simplification since the projectile does experience 
strong scalar and vector optical potentials in the nucleus before and after the one-step 
scattering event. Similarly the target nucleon experiences strong scalar and vector bound-
state potentials. However, the experimental data [Wa99] indicate that at the momentum 
transfers of interest, the wave functions of the scattering nucleons in the nucleus can 
be adequately approximated by free particle wave functions . Therefore the nucleons are 
described in the present analysis by a Fermi gas model. The spin transfer coefficients 
are defined as ratios of polarized double differential cross sections and therefore as a first 
approximation, the effects of distortions on the projectile are neglected . (In a relativistic 
distorted wave impulse approximation one has to solve the Dirac equation with scalar 
and vector potentials. Not only is this complicated numerically but it could also obscure 
the basic aim of this project which is the investigation of the form of the NN scattering 
matrix which is employed in the theoretical calculations.) 
In the direct product space of the two nucleons the relativistic NN scattering matrix 
is a 16 x 16 matrix with 256 matrix elements. In the first application of the RPWIA 
[Ho88] , F was parameterised in terms of five invariant amplitudes (this is referred to as 
the IA1 representation of F) which could be directly obtained from the five Wolfenstein 
amplitudes parameterizing the non-relativistic NN scattering matrix. It is important to 
note that experimental data completely specify F if one adopts a five-term representation. 
The IA1 representation ofF within the context of the RPWIA was applied to the reaction 
4
°Ca(f,f') at Ttab = 500 MeV and elab = 19° [Ho88]. There it was found that the use of 
an effective mass for the external nucleons moved the theoretical calculation closer to the 
analyzing power data and below the free mass calculation. This was referred to as the 
'quenching effect ' in the analyzing power and was claimed to be a 'relativistic signature'. 
The polarization transfer observables, however , corresponded to the free mass calculation. 
Comparison of the limited data available with subsequent and more refined calculations 
[Hi94, Hi95 , Hi98] revealed that quasielastic (f, p') and (f, n) scattering prefer different 
five-term representations of F. 
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One of the major goals of this dissertation A is to address the latter ambiguity by 
considering a more rigorous representation of F. There are two problems which can 
be identified with the IAl representation of F. Firstly, a five-term representation is 
necessarily ambiguous in the sense that one can exchange or even add covariants to P if 
the only constraint is that one fits to free NN scattering data. Secondly, it can be shown 
that if one imposes the symmetries of the NN force, namely parity and time-reversal 
invariance as well as charge symmetry together with the on-mass-shell condition for the 
external nucleons then P contains, in fact , 44 independent invariant amplitudes. This will 
be referred to as the IA2 representation of P (and will be discussed in detail in Chapter 
2). The remaining 39 amplitudes are then calculated via solution of the Bethe-Salpeter 
equation using a boson-exchange model for the NN force. It should always be kept in 
mind that the additional 39 amplitudes are based on a boson exchange model for the NN 
force . As emphasised by Horowitz [Ho91b], 'there is nothing sacred about a relativistic 
one boson exchange model'. The important point to note is that the full matrix structure 
of P is model-dependent. 
Further questions which will be addressed are the following: 
1. How successful is the concept of an effective mass in describing quasielastic spin 
observables ? 
2. Does there always exist an effective mass combination (i .e. a pair of effective pro-
jectile and target nucleon masses) which can describe a complete set of quasielastic 
spin observables ? 
3. How do numerical results of quasielastic spin observables based on the IAl repre-
sentation of P compare to those utilising the IA2 representation of P ? 
In this work we retain all the simplifying features of the RPWIA but the use of a 
complete set of amplitudes in P now eliminates the arbitrariness of the original five-term 
representation, and also allows for an unambiguous incorporation of medium effects within 
the context of the Walecka model. This enables one to distinguish between experimental 
data which are genuine effective-mass-type medium effects and those which must be 
ascribed to other effects not taken into account by the RPWIA. 
The organization of this thesis is as follows: In Chapter 2 we discuss some general 
experimental features of quasielastic scattering, review the IA2 representation of P and 
present a formalism which applies the general Lorentz invariant representation of P to 
quasielastic proton-nucleus scattering. The numerical results for quasielastic spin observ-
ables are presented in Chapter 3. 
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Chapter 2 
General Lorentz invariant representation of 
the NN interaction applied to quasielastic 
scattering of polarized protons 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter discusses in detail the general Lorentz invariant representation of F and 
its application to quasi elastic (p, p') and (p, n) scattering within the framework of the 
Relativistic Plane Wave Impulse Approximation. 
The work on elastic scattering of Refs. [Cl73, Ar76, Ar79, Ar81, Cl82, Mc83, Mc83a, 
Mu87] shows that the dominant terms in the optical potential for proton-nucleus elastic 
scattering are the large scalar and vector potentials with a small tensor contribution. 
Elastic scattering is therefore only sensitive to the scalar and vector pieces of the NN 
amplitude. There are two important aspects to quasielastic scattering. Firstly one needs 
a model for the scattering process itself. This is the Relativistic Plane Wave Impulse 
Approximation (RPWIA) which will be reviewed in Section 2.3. Secondly, since experi-
mental data on the spin observables suggest that quasielastic scattering is essentially NN 
scattering inside the nuclear medium (see Section 2.2), quasielastic scattering provides a 
direct probe for studying medium modifications of the NN interaction. This is of fun-
damental importance since all studies in Nuclear Physics have to assume some form for 
the NN interaction. The fundamental quantity which must be evaluated in quasielastic 
scattering is the invariant matrix element M already defined in Chapter 1. All observ-
able quantities can be expressed in terms of the transition matrix element. All previous 
studies of quasielastic scattering have assumed a five- term representation (called the IAl 
representation) of F. This is an incomplete representation ofF and since it affects the 
calculation of spin observables it is necessary to improve on this simple model for F by 
using a general Lorentz invariant representation of F instead which is referred to as the 
IA2 representation. 
In this chapter we review the Relativistic Plane Wave Impulse Approximation (RP-
WIA) as well as the general Lorentz invariant representation of the nucleon-nucleon scat-
tering matrix. In Sections 2.5.2, 2.5 .3 and 2.5.4 we discuss in detail the formalism which 
implements the IA2 representation in the RPWIA to calculate complete sets of spin ob-
servables for quasielastic proton-nucleus scattering. Before proceeding with the theoreti-
cal discussion we review some of the most important experimental features of quasielastic 
(jl, jl ' ) and (p, n) scattering, the purpose being to show that the simplifying assumptions 
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of the RPWIA are based on experimental considerations. 
2.2 Inclusive quasielastic proton-nucleus scattering 
Quasielastic proton-nucleus scattering is a complicated process since the nucleus is a very 
complicated many-body system. Experimental data on the spin observables, however, 
allow us to make simplifying assumptions in order to obtain a tractable model for the 
scattering process. A detailed discussion of the experimental status as well as a complete 
summary of the world data (until March 1999) for quasi elastic (p, p') and (p, ii) scattering 
can be found in Ref. [Hi99]. Below we mention some experimental features of quasielastic 
scattering. 
At incident proton energies between 100 and 500 MeV, the unpolarized double differ-
ential cross section (plotted as a function of energy transfer or excitation energy, w) for 
inclusive (p, p') and (p, n) scattering at a fixed momentum transfer (corresponding to a 
fixed angle) has the typical form shown in Fig 2.1. The dominant broad bump or peak 
is called the quasi elastic region. For (p, p') scattering the centroid corresponds to free 
.... 2 
NN kinematics, i.e. Wpeak = 2qM (where if is the three-momentum transfer and M is the 
free nucleon mass) , whereas for (p, n) scattering it is slightly shifted away from the peak 
for free NN kinematics [Wa94]. The width of the peak is attributed to the initial Fermi 
motion of the target nucleons. As the incident proton energy is increased, the quasielastic 
peak becomes more pronounced. As the scattering angle is increased, the width of the 
peak broadens and its magnitude drops. Further phenomenological studies [Ka90] have 
revealed the following empirical features: 
• The position of the peak closely follows free NN kinematics. 
• The shape is typically asymmetric. 
• The quasielastic peak position does not vary significantly with the target mass. 
The similarity between free NN and quasielastic peak positions motivates the assumption 
that quasielastic scattering can be considered to be a single-step process, whereby the 
projectile knocks out a single bound nucleon from the target nucleus, while the rest of the 
nucleons act as spectators. Quasielastic proton-nucleus scattering can therefore be viewed 
as NN scattering inside the nuclear medium. Since quasielastic scattering is essentially 
spin-~-spin-~ scattering, the following complete set of observables can be measured [Hi99] 
where 
• d~~w is the unpolarized double differential cross section, 
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• P is the induced polarization (perpendicular to the scattering plane) which results 
from the scattering of an unpolarized beam from an unpolarized target [Pa81], 
• Ay is the analyzing power which is a measure of the left-right asymmetry [Pa81] of 
the reaction products. Due to time-reversal invariance P = Ay [Ch90], 
• Di'i represents the polarization transfer coefficients where j(i') is the initial (final) 
polarization direction where 
J E { P; s; n} and 
i' E { i' ; s ' ; n}. 
The longitudinal direction i is defined as: 
f. = 
where p1 is the incident proton three-momentum in the laboratory frame; the side-
ways directionS is perpendicular top and the normal direction, n where n = p X S. 
Similar definitions hold for the primed directions. These unit vectors are illustrated 
in Fig. 2.2 where p1 and k1 are the incident and final three-momenta in the lab-
oratory frame respectively, and elab is the laboratory scattering angle . The Di' j 's 
describe the scattering of a proton with incident polarization j to polarization i'. 
Assuming parity and time-reversal invariance, there are five non-zero polarization 
transfer observables [Pa81], namely 
The polarization transfer observables are illustrated schematically in Fig. 2.3 , where 
D, A, R, A' and R' refer to the so-called Wolfenstein parameters [Pa81 , Hi90]. 
The systematics of the polarization data are discussed in Ref. [Hi99], but one of the 
outstanding features is that the Di'/s (except Dnn) display almost no target dependence 
[Wa96] . 
Experimental data on the spin observables suggest that quasielastic scattering ap-
proximately simulates N scattering in the nuclear medium and hence the observables 
allow one to study how the free NN interaction is modified by the surrounding nuclear 
medium. A medium effect on a spin observable can be observed if P, Ay or Di'j for 
quasielastic scattering are different from the corresponding values for free NN scattering. 
This assumes that the scattering process is just a single-step process, i.e. NN scattering 
inside the nuclear medium [Hi89]. Not all spin observables, however , are sensitive to the 
medium effect. For (p,p') scattering from 4°Ca at 500 MeV, it is found that the induced 
polarization deviates from the free value, whereas the other observables are insensitive to 
the nuclear medium [Ho88] . Complete sets of spin observables should therefore be mea-
sured for both (p,p') and (p, n) scattering for the same target, incident proton energy 
and momentum transfer: Medium modifications might show up differently for these two 
complementary reactions since they probe different parts of the NN interaction. 
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Figure 2.1: Double differential cross sections d~~ (in mb sr-1 Me v- 1) for inclusive 
12 C(p, n) and 12 C(p,p) scattering as a function of energy transferred to the nucleus (w), 
for a laboratory scattering angle of 200 , and incident proton energy of 392 MeV and 4 00 
MeV respectively. The data are from Ref. [Ot97} 
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Figure 2.2: Diagram illustrating the directions of the unit vectors i., s, n, i.' and s'. The 
vector quantities jJ1 and k1 are the incident and final three-momenta in the nucleon-nucleus 
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Dnn=D 
-
D , =R ss 
r 
Des = R' 
Dn_ = A' 
Figure 2.3: Diagrammatic representation of the polarization transfer observables, showing 
with short arrows, the relevant pair of spin directions before and after scattering with 
respect to the beam direction. 
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2.3 Relativistic Plane Wave Impulse Approximation 
In Section 2.2 we emphasised the fact that experiment suggests that quasielastic scattering 
is essentially NN scattering inside the nuclear medium. This fact underpins the following 
basic assumption of the Relativistic Plane Wave Impulse Approximation: quasielastic 
scattering is considered to be a single-step process whereby the projectile knocks out a 
single bound nucleon from the target nucleus while the rest of the nucleons are assumed 
to remain inert. The effect of the other nucleons, i.e. the fact that the scattering process 
takes place inside the nuclear medium, is taken into account via the concept of an effective 
nucleon mass within the context of the Walecka model. Experimental data also suggest 
that at the momentum transfers of interest ( 1 :::; q :::; 2 fm- 1 ) the spin observables 
are target independent, and therefore the assumption of a non-interacting Fermi gas for 
the target nucleus is justified. The crux of the RPWIA is that it reduces quasielastic 
proton-nucleus scattering to a two-body scattering process with Dirac plane wave spinors 
(containing a constant effective mass) describing the external nucleo~s . A graphical 
representation of the scattering process is given in Fig. 2.4, where F is the 16 x 16 
nucleon-nucleon scattering matrix. 
The invariant matrix element for the scattering process in Fig. 2.4 is defined as: 
where P is the 16 x 16 nucleon-nucleon scattering matrix. Referring to Fig. 2.4, the 
projectile Dirac spinor is given by: 
(2 .2) 
where E~2 = p12 + Mf and the spinor is normalised to 
where 
and the conventions of Bjorken and Drell are used for the gamma-matrices. In Eq. (2.2) 
M1 represents the constant effective nucleon mass to be discussed below. When medium 
effects are neglected the effective nucleon mass is replaced by the free nucleon mass , i. e. 
A11 = M. The spinors associated with the other three external particles are defined in 
an analogous manner. The following four-momenta are also defined: 
p~ = (E; ,pl) 
k~ = (E;', k!) 
11 
p; = (E;,p2) 
k; (E;', k2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
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Figure 2.4: Two-body scattering process with momentum, mass and spin labels for the 
external nucleons. ifJ and kj ( j = 1, 2} are the initial and final three-momenta of the 
external nucleons respectively. si and sf are the spin four-vectors for the projectile and 
ejectile respectively. Similarly for nucleon 2 and nucleon 2'. Mj (j = 1, 2} represents the 
effective nucleon mass. F is the 16 x 16 nucleon-nucleon scattering matrix. 
where p* 2 = M 2 and k* 2 = M 2 (J. = 1 2) J J J J ' . 
To obtain some guidance in the calculation of the effective nucleon masses we turn to 
the Walecka model. In a mean-field approximation one replaces the position-dependent 
scalar and vector potentials with average values and hence the Dirac equation for the 
nucleon can be linearized, and the scalar field adds to the nucleon mass, giving an effective 
mass to the nucleon inside the nuclear medium. The concept of an effective mass therefore 
appears very naturally in a relativistic framework and is due to the fact that the mass term 
in t he Dirac equation transforms as a scalar under Lorentz transformations. Following 
the Walecka model idea, the RPWIA assigns an effective mass to both the target and 
projectile nucleons to take into account the fact that the scattering takes place inside the 
nuclear medium. Consider the Dirac equation for the projectile [Mi75] 
[P1 ·a+ {J(M + U(5 l (r))- (E- uWl(r))] 'l)! = 0 (2.5) 
where spherically symmetric scalar and vector optical potentials, U(s) ( r) and UW ) ( r) 
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have been assumed. When U(8 l(r) and U(Vl (r) are replaced by constant values , 
and 
U(V) ( r) ----t < U(V) > 
where< · · · >denotes an average over the whole nucleus (the averaging procedure is done 
within the eikonal approximation as discussed in Ref. [Ho86]) then Eq. (2.5) simplifies 
to the form of a free Dirac equation: 
[P1 · ii + {JM*]V; E*V; (2.6) 
with a constant effective nucleon mass: 
M* = M+ < U(s) > 
and energy 
E* = E + < U(V) > 
and therefore the solutions to Eq. (2.6) are free plane waves: 
It is important to note that plane wave solutions are only possible if the scalar and vector 
potentials are replaced by constant values. From Eq. (2 .6) it follows that the effective 
mass for the projectile is given by 
(2.7) 
where < · · · > represents the average over the whole nucleus. The average value of the 
scalar potential is defined as: 
with 
fd3x (ReU( 8 l(r))w(x) 
J d3x w(x) 
w(x) = p(x)T(x) 
(2.8) 
where p(x) is the baryon density and T(x) is the transmission probability, i.e. the proba-
bility that the nucleon will not be absorbed before reaching the position x. The weighting 
function w(x) expresses the probability that both the projectile and target nucleons are 
present at position x. Eq. (2.8) is therefore the weighted average of the scalar popten-
tial. The baryon density is calculated in a self-consistent Dirac-Hartree approximation 
as described in Ref. [Ho9la] . To obtain the scalar potential, U(8 l(r), one has to fold 
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the scalar density (see Ref. [Ho91a]) with the nucleon-nucleon t-matrix obtained via the 
Horowitz-Love-Franey parameterisation [Ho85]. 
The effective mass of the target nucleon is given by 
M2 = M - 9s < ¢ > 
where 9s is the scalar meson coupling constant and < <P > is the average value [averaging 
done as in Eq. (2.8)] of the scalar field <P(X) for a bound particle which can be obtained 
via a self-consistent Dirac-Hartree calculation [Ho91a] . Values of M 1 and M 2 for specific 
targets and energies are listed in Table II of Ref. [Hi94]. 
·· .. 
·············· ... 
············· ..... .. . 
······· .. ) 
Figure 2.5: Definition of polar ((3) and azimuthal (a) angles for the unit vector n associ-
ated with the Pauli spinor ¢( n). 
We now discuss how one describes the polarization of a nucleon which is represented 
by the Pauli spinor, <P(si) in Eq. 2.2. For spin pointing in a direction specified by the 
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unit vector , n, is associated a two-component Pauli spinor, cp(n), where 
cp ( n) = e ~ ~OS 2 
( 
- ia {i ) 
e 2 sm ~ (2 .9) 
where (3 and a are the polar and azimuthal angles respectively of t he unit vector n: See 
Fig. 2.5 [Sa85]. From the figure it follows that 
n = ( ~: ) = ( :~~ ~ ~~: ~ ) 
nz cos (3 
1 and cp(n) satisfying the eigenvalue equation 
(a. n) ¢(n) = (+1) ¢(n) 
with 
The projection operator, P(n) for the direction n is defined as: 
P(n) = ~ (12 + a. n) 
where ! 2 is the 2 x 2 identity matrix. From Eq. (2 .9) it can be shown that 
P(n) = ¢(n) ¢t (n) 
and 




In Section 2.5.4 we show that the polarized double differential cross section can be calcu-
lated from the quantity IMI2 . The question arises as to what is the form ofF to be used 
in Eq. (2 .1) which is consistent with parity and time-reversal invariance as well as charge 
symmetry. In the next section we discuss the use of the IA1 representation of P in the 
calculation of IM 12 and summarise the results which were obtained. We will find that 
despite some encouraging results the SPVAT form will prove to be inadequate and hence 
we discuss in Section 2.5 the application of the general Lorentz invariant form of P (also 
called the IA2 representation of F) to the calculation of spin observables for quasielastic 
proton-nucleus scattering. 
2.4 Application of IAl to quasielastic proton-nucleus scattering 
In order to evaluate IM 12 one needs to choose a representation of the NN scattering 
matrix, F. All previous calculations of quasielastic spin observables have parameterised 
F in terms of the five Fermi covariants [Ho88, Ho86 , Hi94, Hi95 , Hi98]: 
F = Fs(I4 0 !4) + Fp (r5 0 'l) + Fv(rJJ. 0111-) + 
FA (r51J1. 0r5! J1. ) + Fr(CJJi.V 0 CJJl.v)· (2 .1 2) 
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Eq. (2.12) is commonly called the SPVAT form or IA1 representation of F. The subscripts 
S, P, V, A and T refer respectively to the scalar, pseudoscalar, vector, axial-vector and 
tensor components of the matrix F. This is an incomplete representation of F and, 
as will be discussed below, it gives inconsistent results for observable quantities. The 
amplitudes, FL (L = S, P, V, A, T) are obtained by fitting to free NN scattering data 
[Ho86] . This amounts to a relativistic parameterisation of the Arndt phases. One can 
also, however, write down analytical expressions for FL using a meson-exchange model 
such as the Horowitz-Love-Franey (HLF) model [Ho85]. The advantage of the latter 
form is that is allows an explicit separation of direct and exchange terms, as well as a 
consistent investigation of the so-called pseudoscalar versus pseudovector ambiguity of the 
pion-nucleon coupling. Note that the parameters in the HLF model (the meson masses , 
meson coupling constants and cut-off parameters) are also obtained by fitting to free 
scattering data. Using Eqs . (2.1) and (2.12), formulas can be derived for the unpolarized 
double differential cross section, the analyzing power (which is equal to the polarization 
in this approximation) and the spin transfer coefficients. Explicit expressions for these 
quantities can be found in Ref. [Ho88]. A major success of the RPWIA was to successfully 
predict the analyzing power (Ay) for 4°Ca(p,p') and 208Pb(p,p') at 500 MeV, whereas 
all non-relativistic models totally fail [Ho88]. The use of an effective nucleon mass moved 
the theoretical calculation closer to the analyzing power data, as well as being below the 
calculation based on a free nucleon mass. This was referred to as the 'quenching effect' in 
the analyzing power and was claimed to be a 'relativistic signature'. The other observables 
(Dn ., Ds's, Ds'l , Dt's, Dnn) , however, seemed to favour the free mass calculation. The latter 
inconsistency (between M*- and M-based RPWIA predictions) necessitated a critical 
review of the original RPWIA model. In this respect Refs. [Hi94, Hi95, Hi98] investigated 
the sensitivity of complete sets of quasielastic polarization transfer observables to the 
following ingredients of the RPWIA model: 
1. different effective masses, 
2. relativistic effects (i .e., the use of an effective mass versus a free mass) , 
3. pseudoscalar (PS) versus pseudovector (PV) forms of the 1rNN vertex, and 
4. spin-orbit effects. 
It was seen that the effective masses, M 1 and M 2 both increase as ~ab increases. M 1 and 
M 2 do not vary significantly with the mass number of the scattering nucleus . The effective 
masses for heavier nuclei like 208 Pb are closer to the free mass than for light nuclei like 12 C. 
Medium effects are therefore better studied by scattering from light nuclei. The RPWIA 
allows, in a very direct manner, the investigation of the pseudoscalar versus pseudovector 
ambiguity of the pion-nucleon coupling constant. In general it is found that the (p, ii) 
observables are much more sensitive to the P S versus PV form of the 1r N N vertex over 
the entire 200 to 500 MeV range. The ambiguity also affects the sensitivity of the spin 
observables to medium effects. The use of a P S vertex shows that the (p, ii) observables 
are much more sensitive to medium effects, whereas a PV vertex shows that the (p,p') 
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observables are more sensitive. When the Di'/s are calculated at the quasielastic peak, 
it is found that spin-orbit distortions are not entirely negligible, except for Dnn , which 
shows almost no sensitivity to spin-orbit effects over the entire energy range. The results 
in Refs. [Hi94, Hi95] must be viewed as being merely qualitative, since at the time HLF 
parameters only existed for 135, 200, 300, 400 and 500 MeV. In order to compare with 
actual experimental data new parameters were generated between 80 and 195 MeV in 
steps of 5 MeV using the procedure by Horowitz [Ho85], and between 200 and 500 MeV 
the Maxwell parameterisation [Ma96] of the NN amplitudes with both energy-dependent 
coupling constants and cut-off parameters were used. In Ref. [Hi98] the predictions of 
the RPWIA were compared to the following experimental data: 
1. 12C(p, n) at 186 MeV [Wa94] 
2. 12C(p,p') at 290 MeV [Ch90]. 
For reaction (1) it was found that Dnn favours a PV to a PS vertex, while Ay fails to 
distinguish between the two. However, the free mass and PV(M*) calculations describe 
the data equally well. For reaction (2), Dnn, Ds's, Ds'l and Dt's correspond to free mass 
calculations, and most of the data favour a P S 1r N N vertex. Comparison to the limited 
data available therefore seem to suggest that (p,p') scattering favours a PS form, whereas 
(p, n) data favour a PV form. 
Despite the successes of the RPWIA the previous discussion shows that current rel-
ativistic models cannot consistently predict complete sets of spin observables for both 
quasi elastic (p, p') and (p, n) scattering. The next stage, therefore is to address the fact 
that an incomplete representation (IA1 ) of the NN scattering matrix was used in all these 
calculations. In the next section we discuss the general Lorentz invariant representation 
of the NN scattering matrix and the application thereof to quasielastic proton-nucleus 
scattering. 
2.5 Application of IA2 to quasielastic proton-nucleus scattering 
In this section we present a detailed discussion of the IA2 formalism of Tjon and Wallace 
as well as the new formalism which applies it to quasielastic scattering. 
2.5.1 General Lorentz invariant representation of the NN scattering matrix 
In the previous section we emphasised that ambiguities in the form ofF lead to different 
behaviour of the polarization transfer observables as well as inconsistent predictions of 
data for both (p,p') and (p, n) scattering. The SPVAT form (originally presented in Ref. 
[Go60]) is a five-term representation consistent with parity and time-reversal invariance 
as well as charge symmetry. However, other five-term representations which respect the 
17 
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above-mentioned symmetries are also possible. For example, there are the Goldberger , 
Nambu, Ohme (GNO) invariants [Go57]: 
G1 116 = 14 ® 14 
G2 iPJl-(!11- ® 14) + iK11- (I4 ® !11-) 
G3 [iPJl-(!11- ® 14)][iKv(14 ® lv)] 
G4 [iPJl.(lrJl. ® 14)][iKv(14 ® lrv)] 
Gs 1 5 ®,S 
where 
K 1 2(Pl + k1) and 
p 1 2(P2 + k2) 






The invariant amplitudes in each of the representations of F are connected via matrix 
relations given in Ref. [Br76] . They are obtained by fitting to free scattering data, since 
a matrix equation connects (for example) the Fermi covariants to the centre-of-mass 
helicity amplitudes [Tj85b]. Physical NN scattering data therefore completely determine 
the amplitudes in a five-term representation ofF. A priori there is no reason why one five-
term representation should be chosen above another. The SPVAT form is very convenient 
since its amplitudes are free of kinematic singularities ate = 0 and e = 7r (e is the centre-
of-mass scattering angle) and the one-meson exchange contributions are naturally written 
in terms of Fermi covariants [Go60]. Up to this point all that was shown is that amplitudes 
in one representation are a linear combination of amplitudes in another representation. 
Th e ambiguity lies in the fact that, even after a representation has been chosen, fitting to 
free scattering data does not uniquely fix the form of the matrix F. To see this we use the 
S PV AT form as an example and note that the pseudoscalar covariant, P S = 1 5 ® 1 5 , 
has exactly the same matrix elements between positive energy free mass Dirac spinors as 
h d . Pv-UU· t e pseu ovector covanant, - 2M ® 2M Le. 
One can therefore replace PS with PV in Eq. (2.12) without altering the amplitudes FL. 
This is called the equivalence theorem [Ha59]. Even though these two representations are 
equivalent on-shell, they give different results when sandwiched between positive energy 
18 
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Dirac spinors containing an effective nucleon mass, since then matrix elements between 
negative energy states now also enter. This is because the effective mass spinor can always 
be expanded in a free mass basis: 
U(p1 , M1 , si) = auU(pl, M, si) + avV(pl, M, si) (2.13) 
where V(p1 , M, si) is a negative-energy Dirac spinor [Bj64]. There also exists the relation 
[Hi94] 
(2.14) 
where Mps and Mpv are the contributions of the pseudoscalar covariant and pseudovec-
tor covariant respectively to the invariant matrix element in Eq. (2.1). Note that in Eq. 




, but where q = Pi- ki = k;- p2, 
i.e. , the momenta are on-mass-shell with respect to the effective masses, M1 and M 2 . In 
the equivalence theorem, the momenta must be on-mass-shell with respect to the free 
mass. The replacement P S ---t PV has been used in the RPWIA to investigate the so-
called pseudoscalar versus pseudovector ambiguity in the pion-nucleon coupling constant 
[Ho88, Hi94, Hi95]. Comparison of the limited data available with subsequent and more 
refined calculations [Hi98] have also revealed that (p, ji') scattering prefers a PS vertex, 
whereas (p, n) scattering suggests a PV form. Additional parameters can also be included 
in F which will not contribute on-shell, but which will still have an effect on observable 
quantities [Ra87, Ha87]. Despite the fact that the RPWIA formalism together with the 
IA1 representation ofF has given good quantitative predictions of spin observables [Hi98], 
it is not sufficient to unambiguously study effective-mass-type medium effects. The am-
biguity which is inherent in any five-term (i.e. incomplete) representation ofF was first 
pointed out inA Ref. [Ad84]. This leads to the conclusion that a general Lorentz invariant 
expansion ofF should rather be used. 
Several authors [Pi86, Tj85, Tj87a] have addressed the problem of determining the 
general Lorentz invariant representation of F. The formalism of Ref. [Pi86] was not em-
ployed in this study since the authors did not comp]ete the numerical calculations which 
determine the invariant amplitudes used in their representation of F. The formalism 
of Tjon and Wallace (which will be referred to as the IA2 representation of F) will be 
used in the present study due to the attractive feature that their representation includes 
the standard SPVAT form ofF as a special case. The numerical values of the invari-
ant amplitudes contained in F were also made available to the author of this thesis by 
Wallace. 
Applications of the IA2 formalism to elastic proton-nucleus scattering can be found 
in Refs. [Tj85a, Tj85b, Tj87, Ke94]. 
In this section a fairly detailed discussion of the IA2 formalism [Tj85, Tj87a] will be 
given since it forms the basis of all subsequent work. The IA2 formalism comprises three 
problems: 
1. The Lorentz covariant set constructed from the Dirac matrices which serve as a 
representation for F. 
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2. The determination of the maximum number of independent invariant amplitudes 
which completely specify the general Lorentz invariant form of F consistent with 
parity and time-reversal invariance as well as charge symmetry. 
3. The determination of the numerical values of the invariant amplitudes. 
In this section we will focus primarily on the first two problems since it will allow us 
to see how the symmetries of the nuclear force can reduce the number of independent 
amplitudes. Our approach will be to show how charge symmetry and time-reversal will 
lead to relationships amongst the invariant amplitudes. The third problem entails the 
solution of the Bethe-Salpeter equation for nucleon-nucleon scattering using a meson 
exchange model for the NN force. Since the latter also involves much numerical work, 
we will just refer to the relevant articles [Fa83, Fa8~, Tj87a]. The main result will be the 
following: the nucleon-nucleon scattering matrix F can be written in a general Lorentz 
invariant form which contains 44 independent invariant amplitudes, which are consistent 
with parity and time-reversal invariance, as well as charge-symmetry together with the 
on-mass-shell condition for the external nucleons. 
We now discuss in detail how to implement the symmetries of the nuclear force, namely 
parity and time-reversal invariance as well as charge symmetry to reduce the number of 
independent amplitudes in F. 
In general, matrix elements ofF need to be calculated between positive and negative 
energy Dirac spinors, labelled as UP(P, M, s) where p = ±. A general matrix element is 
therefore 
- I - I '"" [UP! (1') 0 UP2 (2') J F [UP! (1) 0 UP2 (2) J. (2.15) 
From Eq. (2.15) it follows that F contains 16 different rho-spin sectors. The use of 
covariant energy projection operators, Ap(p, M), allows the separation of the positive and 





p(E1° - if·1) + M 
2M 
(2.17) 
A I I 
with p = ± and E 2 = p 2 + M 2 . FPIP1;P2P2 is a 16 x 16 matrix that acts only within a 
specific rho-spin sector (labelled by the rho-spin indices, p1 , p~, p2 , p~) or subclass (labelled 
by the pair ij). The association between rho-spin labels and subclass indices is given in 
Table 2.1. In general F contains 162 = 256 independent elements which can be reduced 
if we impose parity invariance, time-reversal invariance and charge symmetry. 
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Table 2.1 : R elation between rho-spin labels, p1 , p
1
1 , p2 , p~ and pair indices, ij for the various 
subclasses. 
rho-spin labels: I I subclass indices: P1P1P2P2 ZJ. 
++, ++ 11 
+ +, +- 12 
+ +, - + 13 
+ +,-- 14 
+ - , + + 21 
+-, + - 22 
+-, - + 23 
+-,-- 24 
-+, + + 31 
-+, + - 32 
-+,-+ 33 
- +, -- 34 
--, + + 41 
--, + - 42 
--, - + 43 
-- -- 44 ) 
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We first consider the case of parity invariance. The Dirac spinor can be labelled by 
the spin or the helicity, A, i.e. 
U = Uf(p,M) 
where A = ±. Under a parity transformation A changes to -A [Ch98], and therefore 




[U~/ (1') ® U~? (2 ' )]F[Uf~ (1) ® Uf~ (2)]. 
1 2 
Eq. (2.18) relates all 256 matrix elements in pairs (involving Ai and -Ai) and this forms 
128 constraint conditions and therefore F will contain 128 independent amplitudes if 
parity invariance is satisfied. Henceforth the notation 
A I I 
will be used. The matrix FP1P1P2P2 is expanded in terms of 9 parity invariant kinematic 
covariants r n (constructed from the Dirac matrices) times invariant amplitudes, i.e. 
I I 9 
frP1P1 P2P2 = L JJP} (§..) r n ( 1Jij). (2.19) 
n=I 
In Eq. (2.19) there are 9 invariant amplitudes but only 8 are non-zero in a specific rho-
spin sector. Each rho-spin sector therefore contains a constraint condition: see Table 2.2. 









(PI+ P2) 2 = (ki + k2) 2 = Mandelstam variable 8. 
(PI - ki) 2 = (k2 - P2) 2 = Mandelstam variable t . 
(PI - k2) 2 = (ki - p2)2 = Mandelstam variable u. 
1 2 2 
2(PI + P2) 
~(k2+k2 ) 2 I 2 
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Table 2.2: Constraint condition for each rho-spin sector (or subclass) as well as the value 
of the parameter TJij. 
Rho-spin sector Constraint condition Value ofTJij· 
p11 !6 = 0 + 
pl2 !6 = 0 + 
pl3 !6 = 0 -
pl4 fg = 0 + 
p21 !6 = 0 + 
p22 is = 0 + 
p23 fg = 0 -
p24 !6 = 0 + 
p31 !6 = 0 -
p32 fg = 0 -
p33 is = 0 -
p34 !6 = 0 -
p41 fg = 0 + 
p42 !6 = 0 + 
p43 !6 = 0 -
p44 16 = 0 + 
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'T/ij is a parameter which can be ± in a given subclass (see Table 2.2) . Before we write 
down the matrices r n, we first define: 
s 14 ® 14 = 116 
p 
"-/®"/ 
v l f-L ® 'Yf-L 
A /5 I f-L ® /5 'Yf-L 
T ® f-LV af-Lv a . 
We introduce the matrix S with matrix elements given by 
and with the properties: 
§2 
§t 
S(X ® Y) 
S(X ® Y) 
as well as the matrices: 
14 ® 14 = 116 
s 





if X and Y are 4 x 1 matrices 
- -SP = PS 
- -sv = vs 
- -SA= AS 
ST = TS. 
The kinematic covariants are [Tj87a]: 
s-s 
1 -




Qn,f-L(I4 ® 11-L) + Q22,f-L('Yf-L ® 14) + 
(Q2l,f-L('Yf-L 0 14) + Q12,f.L(I4 0 ,1-L))s 
Qn,f-L(14 ® 11-L) - Q22,f-L('Yf-L ® 14) + 
'T/ij(Q2l,f-L('Yf-L ® 14)- Q22,f-L('Yf-L ® 14))S 
'T/ij(Qn ,f-L(/5 ® 'l!f-L) + Q22,f-L(!51f-L ® 15)) + 
'T/ij((Q2l,f-L(/5!f-L ® "/) + Ql2,f-L(,S ® ! 5! 1-L))S 
'T/ij(Qn,f-L(/5 ® 'l!f-L) - Q22,f-L(/5!f-L ® 15 )) + 
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Table 2.3: Transformation properties of the variables si as well as the gamma matrices 
under a parity transformation. 
Si P(si)f>-l = Si v i = 1..7 
s f> I4f>-l = !4 
p p 1sp-l - _,5 -
v f>,JL j>-l = fJL - - ( -1 )oJ.I.,o/JL -
A p 1s1 JL p-1 - _,s,JL -
T f>(JJLV f>-l = (J JLV 
An alternative set of covariants were defined in Ref. [Tj85] but those covariants lacked 
simple symmetries properties under particle exchange. The r i's defined above were specif-
ically constructed so that each covariant is either odd or even under particle exchange. 
This ensures that the amplitudes can be conveniently represented by simple Yukawa 
forms. 
Up to a phase factor the parity operator is given by [Bj64] : 
p = ,o. 
The transformation properties of the variables si and the gamma matrices under a parity 
transformation are summarised in Table 2.3 which can be used to explicitly verify the 
parity invariance of the covariants ri· To summarise, assuming only parity invariance, F 
contains 16 x 8 = 128 independent invariant amplitudes. Substitution of Eq. (2.19) into 
Eq. (2 .16) results in t he following expression for F: 
9 
F = LL fJP}(~)[AP;(kl,M)0AP;(k2,M)]fn(17ij) 
{p} n==l 
[API (pl, M) 0 AP2(f2, M)]. (2 .34) 
We next consider the condition of charge symmetry. Consider the scattering process 
depicted in Fig. 2.6 . The invariant matrix element for the scattering process on the left 
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charge ) 
symmetry 
Figure 2.6: A charge symmetry transformation on the left-hand figure produces the one 
on the right. 
of Fig. 2.6 is given by: 
Mif = [~p(l ' ) 0 ~n(2')]F((.Pl , P2) ----+ (k1, k2))['1j;p(l) 0 'I/Jn(2)] (2 .35) 
where 
and 
'I/Jn(2) = '1/Jn(fh, M, s2) } . 
'I/Jn(2') = 'I/Jn(k2 , M , s~) neutron wavefunctwns. 
The invariant matrix element for the scattering process on the right is 
We now aim to write Eq. (2.36) in such a form that the initial and final external states 
are exactly the same as in Eq. (2 .35) . To this end we introduce the substitution rule 
[Tj87a] P 12 which states that 1 ~ 2 for all spin and momentum labels. Application of A2 to Eq. (2.36) results in: 
MrF = [~n(2') 0 ~p(l')]Pl'2'[F((.Pl , P2) ----+ (k1 , k2))]P12['1/Jn(2) 0 '1/Jp(l)]. (2.37) 
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Using Eq. (2.32) we can write Eq. (2.37) as 
MrF = [~p( 1') ® ~n(2')]SP11 21 [F((.P1,P2) ---t (k1, k2))] 
SF12[~p(1) ® ~n(2)]. (2 .38) 
Invariance under charge symmetry demands that 
Mit = MrF 
and therefore~ use of Eqs. (2.35) and (2 .37) leads to the following charge symmetry 
condition on F: 
where 
Note that the order of the momenta are the same on the left and right-hand side of Eq. 
(2.39). This will not be the case for the condition on F due to t ime-reversal invariance 
[see Eq. (2.63)]. Substitution of Eq. (2.34) into Eq. (2 .39) gives: 
9 
P1~2~SF((p1,.P2) ---t (k1, k2))SF12 = 2:::: 2:::: P1 1 21 S[Ap~ (k1, M) ® Ap; (k2, M)]f~P}f n(7lij) 
{p} n=1 
(2.40) 
Keeping in mind that P12 changes the spin and momentum labels and using Eq. (2 .32) 
it follows that 
[APl (P1, M) ® AP2 (P2, M)]SP12 - p12[AP1 (P2, M) ® AP2 (p1, M)JS (2 .41 ) 
p12S[AP2(P1, M) ® APl (P2, M)]. (2.42) 
Note that the rho-spin labels do not change under the action of F12 , but that the operator 
F12S exchanges initial rho-spins. Similarly it follows that 
p1121S[Apl (k1, M) ®API (k2, 111)] = [A I (k1, M) ® A I (k2, M)]P1121s. (2 .43) 
1 2 p2 pl 
Use of Eqs. (2.41) and (2.43) in Eq. (2.40) gives: 
9 
Pl121SF((p1,P2) ---t (k1, k2))F12S = 2::::2:::: [Ap; (k1, M) ® Ap~ (k2, M)] 
{p} n=1 
[.?1121 S f~P} (~)r n ( 17ii )F12S] 
[Ap2 (P1,M) ®Ap1 (P2,M)] . (2.44) 
The product in the second square brackets in Eq. (2 .44) must now be evaluated for each 
covariant . The algebra is carried out in Section A.1 of Appendix A. The result is that: 
.?11215 (f~P1P~P2P~}(~) rn(7lij)) .?12.5 = Xnf~P1PijP2P~}(s) rn(7lij) (2.45) 
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where 1 is a collective index meaning: 
with 
Xn = { 
1 ,_ n = 1 ~· 5, 6, 8 
1, n- 7, 9. 
Substitution of Eq. (2.45) into Eq. (2.40) leads to: 
9 
Pl'2'sP((fJIJh) -t (fl, f2))P12s = 2:: 2:: [Ap~ (fl, M) 0 Ap; (f2, M)J 
{p} n=l 
XnfJP2P;P1P~} (1) r n ( 'Tlij) 




Note that the order of the rho-spin labels are different in the amplitudes, fn· Use of Eqs. 
(2.34) and (2.48) shows that the charge symmetry condition on F [Eq. (2.39)] translates 
to the following charge symmetry condition on the amplitudes: 
I I f I 
f~1P1P2P2 (sl, s2, s3, s4, ss, s6, s7) = Xnf~2P2P1P1 (sl, s2, s3, s4, ss, -s6, -s7) 
for n = 1.. .9. (2.49) 
Eq. (2.49) leads to symmetry relations between the amplitudes when the external nucleons 
are off-mass-shell for both diagonal and off-diagonal subclasses. If the external nucleons 
are on-mass-shell then Eq. (2.49) leads to constraint conditions for amplitudes in the 
diagonal subclasses. For diagonal subclasses Eq. (2.49) becomes: 
for n = 1.. .9. (2.50) 
When the external nucleons are on-mass-shell then 
and therefore 
for n = 1...9. (2.51) 
Since Xn = - 1 for n = 7 and n = 9, it follows from Eq. (2.51) that amplitudes 
7 and 9 must vanish in all diagonal subclasses. The on-mass-shell condition for the 
external nucleons therefore leads to a further reduction in the number of independent 
invariant amplitudes. Eq. (2.49) leads to 48 relations between amplitudes in the on-shell 
case and Eq. (2 .51) provide another 8 relations. These 56 relations reduce the number 
of amplitudes from 128 to 72 . To summarise: When the parity invariance and charge 
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Figure 2. 7: A time reversal transformation on the left-hand figure produces the one on the 
right. The tilde symbol ( rv) on the momenta and spin denote time reversed quantities. 
symmetry are obeyed, then F will contain 72 independent amplitudes for the on-mass-
shell case. 
Next we study the time-reversal transformation. Consider the scattering process de-
picted in Fig 2.7. For the left-hand side of Fig 2.7 the initial state is given by 
and the final state by 
The invariant matrix element is therefore 
Mif UIF((iJI,Pz)-----+ (k1, kz))li) 
[1,b(k1, s'1) Q9 7,b(kz, s~]F((PI,Pz)-----+ (k1, kz))[1P(PI, s1) @1/;(pz, sz)] 
(1/Jt(l ') Q91/Jt(2'))('l Q9 "l)Pi1(1fJ(1) Q91/J(2)) (2.52) 
where the if subscript on F denotes the scattering process: 
(PI, pz) -----+ ( k1, kz). 
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For the righthand side of Fig 2. 7 the initial state is given by 
and the final state by 
The invariant matrix element is therefore 
MIF (FIF((k1, k2)--+ (p~,p~))II) 
= [~(.P~, 81) 0 ~ (.P~ , 82)] F((k1 , k2) --+ (.P~,.P~)) [1/;(k1, 8~) 0 1/;(k2, 8~)] 
= [1/;t(_p~ , 81) ® 1/;t(_p~, 82)] ('/® 'l)FIF [1/;(k1, 8~) ® 1/;(k2, 8~)] (2.53) 
where the subscript IF on F denotes the scattering process 
Now employ Eq. (A.3) in Appendix A with 




Ia) = Tla) 
= (Ti 0 72)[(7/J(k1, 8~) 0 1/;(k2, 8~)] (2.56) 
where Ti is the time-reversal operator in the space of particle i . Therefore 
and thus 
(2.57) 
where we have used: 
(2.58) 
Use of Eq. (2.55) implies that 
lfi) = 1/J(p1, s1) ® 1/;(p2, s2). (2.59) 
Substitution of Eqs. (2.54), (2 .55), (2.57) and (2.59) into Eq. (A.4) with 
X = ('l ® --l)FIF('/ ® '/), 
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results in the following equation for M 1p: 
[1/)(fi~, s1) 0 v)(fi~, s2)] ('l 0 'l)friF['l/J(k1, s~) 0 'ljJ(k2, s~)] 
{ 1/Jt (k1 , s~) ® 1/Jt (k2 , s~)} T[( ,l ® 'l)FIFjt 
T-1 { 'ljJ(p1, s1) ® 'ljJ(p2, s2)}. 
Invariance under time-reversal demands that 
and therefore the condition on the operator F due to time-reversal invariance is: 
and therefore 
T[('l 0 'l)FIF]tT-1 
TF}p('l 0 "-/)T- 1 
(2 .60) 
(2.61) 
A matrix representation of the time-reversal operator in terms of Dirac matrices is given 
by [Bj64]: 
T = TK (2.62) 
where T = i'y11 3 and K is the complex conjugation operator. Use of Eq. (2.62) shows 
that 
and therefore Eq. (2.61) becomes 
where we have used 
and 








i = 1, 2 
i = 1, 2. 
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Eq. (2.63) is the condition for time-reversal invariance on the operator F. Note also that 
the order of the momenta has changed [in contrast to the charge symmetry condition on 
F given in Eq. (2.39)]. Use of Eq. (2.34) shows that 
9 
F((-k1,-k2) ----7 (-p1,-ih)) = LL !rY(.§:)[Ap~(-p1 , M) ® Ap;(-fh,M)] 
{p} n=1 
f n(TJij)[Ap1 ( -k1 , M) ® Ap2( -k2, M)J (2.64) 
where the rv on §_ and r n indicate time-reversed quantities, where 
Note that the order of 84 and 85 has been interchanged as well as the order of 8 6 and 8 7 
in .§.. From Eq. (2.64) it follows that 
9 
ftt(( -k1, -k2) ----7 ( -p1, -p2)) = L L UrY(.§.))* [A11 ( -k1, M) ® A12( -k2 , M)]f'~ 
{p} n=1 
[AP~ ( -p1, M) ® AP; ( -jh, M)J. (2.65) 
Using 
it follows that 
(2.66) 
We therefore have 
9 
L L f~(.§.)[1i 'lA11 (-k1 , M) ® 72'lA12(-k2,M)] 
{p} n=1 
f'~(TJij)[At, ( -p1 , M) ,,,T;_-1 ® At, ( -j)2 , M)ro'l;-1] pl p2 
9 I I L L f~!PJP2 P2 (.§.)[1i 'l At ( -k1 , M),OT;_-1 ® 
{p} n=l 
72,0 A12 ( -k2 , M),O'l;-1] 
(1i'l ® 12 'l)f'~(TJij)(,OT;.- 1 ® ,07;-1) 
[ 'l1iAP~ ( -p1 , M),lT;.-1 ® ,07;AP; ( -p2 , M),l'J;-1] 
where we have used: 
! 16 !4 ® !4 
[('l1it1r 07i] ® [(r 072)-1r 072]. 
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Table 2.4: Transformation properties of the gamma matrices and 8i under a time-reversal 
transformation. 
T siT - 1 = si i = 1,2, 3 
Si T s4T- 1 = ss; T 8sT- 1 = 84 
T s6T- 1 = 87; T 86T - 1 = 86 
s TI4T 1 = !4 
p T y5T- l = 'Ys 
v T 'Yil-T- 1 = 'Y!l-
A T 'Ys'Y11-T -1 = 'Ys'Y11-
T T all-vT- 1 = -(J/1-1/ 
The t ransformation properties of the gamma matrices and 8i under time-reversal are given 
in Table 2.4. From these properties it follows that: 
T 'Yo A1(P, M)lT- 1 
T Ap(P, M)T- 1 (Eq.(2.66)) 
1 0 . 
2M[p(E'Y + ( -pi)'Yt) + M] 
Ap( -p, M) . (2 .67) 
Use of Eq. (2 .67) and the relabelling of the rho-spin indices according to 
results in 
9 I I - __. L L f~jPIP2P2 (.~) [Ap~ (kl, M) ® Ap; (k2, 111)] 
{p} n =l 
[T('Y0 ® l)f'~("7ij)('Y0 ® l)T- 1] 
[API (ill , M) ® AP2(P2 , M)]. (2 .68) 
The matrix product in the second square bracket must now be evaluated for each covari-
ant. The algebra is carried out in Section A.2 of Appendix A. The result is 
if n = 1...5 , 6 
if n = 8. 
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Covariants f 7 and f 9 do not transform simply under a time-reversal transformation. Only 
for n = 1..5, 6, 8 can we therefore write down the following condition on the amplitudes 
due to time-reversal invariance: 
I I I I 
j~1P1P2P2 (!l) j~1P1P2P2 (~) n = 1.. .5 , 6 
I I I I 
JtP1P2P2 (!l) _ Jt1P1P2P2 (~). (2.69) 
Imposing the charge symmetry and time-reversal conditions [Eqs. (2.49) and (2.69) re-
spectively] on the amplitudes , allows one to construct Tables 2.5 and 2.6 for the case of 
on-mass-shell external nucleons. 
To summarise: The IA2 representation of P is given by 
9 
p = L L f~P} (_~) [Ap~ (kl , M) ® Ap~ (k2, M)]r n(TJij) 
{p} n=l 
[APl (Pl ' M) ® AP2 (fJ-2' J-.1) J (2.70) 
where the independent subclasses are given in Table 2.5 and Table 2.6, which show that 
P contains 44 independent invariant amplitudes consistent with parity and time-reversal 
invariance as well as charge symmetry when the external nucleons are on-mass-shell. 
The next step is to determine the invariant amplitudes. Five amplitudes in subclass 
F11 are completely specified by fitting to physical free NN scattering data and are therefore 
identical to the SPVAT amplitudes in the IAl representation of F. The remaining 39 
off-shell amplitudes (contained in subclasses F12 to F44 ) are obtained by solving the 
Bethe-Salpeter equation in a three-dimensional quasi-potential reduction [Fa83, Fa84], 
with pure pseudovector pion-nucleon coupling, to determine a complete set of helicity 
amplitudes. The invariant amplitudes are related via matrix equations to the helicity 
c:_mplitudes [Tj87a]. The IA2 representation is a complete and unambiguous expansion of 
F since covariants cannot be added or changed arbitrarily without violating the above-
mentioned symmetries. Amplitudes which are solely determined by physical scattering 
data are isolated in subclass F11 while the remaining amplitudes are determined by solving 
a dynamical equation, the Bethe-Salpeter equation using a meson-exchange model for the 
NN force. 
2.5.2 Derivation of effective t-matrix 
In this section we discuss in detail the derivation of the effective t-matrix which will be 
employed to derive expressions for the quasielastic spin observables. 
The exchange covariants S, P, V, A and T in Eq. (2.33) can be written in terms of 
the SPV AT covariants in Eq. (2.27) using Eq. (D.l) of Appendix D, and consequently 
Eq. (2.70) can be written as: 
13 
F = L L F2P~P2P~ [Ap~ (k1; M) ® Ap~ (k2; M)J Kn 
PlP~ ;p2p~ n=l 
[APl (pl ; M) ® AP2(P2 ; M)] 
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Table 2.5: This table shows the number of independent amplitudes for each subclass, which 
arise due to constraint conditions. CS denotes charge symmetry, TR denotes time-reversal 
and OMS denotes on-mass-shell. 
Zero amplitude: Number of 
Subclass redundant Constraints Zero amplitudes independent 
covariant (CS,TR,OMS) (CS,TR,OMS) amplitudes 
p11 JJl Jll jll j,U 7 ) 8 ) 9 5 
pl2 JJ2 8 
TR :fl0 = Jtl.; i=l...5;6 
pl3 JJ3 j13- -j12 8 - 8 0 
pl4 fi4 jl4 j14 7 ) 8 6 
CS :f~ 1 = j~2 ; n = 1...5, 6, 8 
p21 ft 1 j21 = - jl2. n = 7 9 n n , , 0 
p22 Jl2 pz pz 7 ) 9 6 
p23 Ji3 6 
p24 Jl4 8 
cs :fl1 = fl3; i = 1...5, 6, 8 
j3l = - j13. i = 7 9 
t t ) ) 
p31 fll TR :fl1 = f?\ i = 1...5, 6 0 
p1 _ - Pl 8 - 8 
cs f 32 = J/3; i = 1...5, 6, 8 
P2 = - j23. i = 7 9 t t ) ) 
p32 !~2 TR :JF = f?3; i = 1...5, 6 0 
!32--!23 8 - 8 
TR :Jl3 = f/2; i = 1...5, 6 
p33 Jl3 !33--j22 8 - 8 0 
TR :Jr = Jr; i = 1.. .. 5, 6 
p34 Ir 134 _ - F4 8 - 8 0 
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Table 2.6: Continuation of Table 2. 5 which shows the number of independent amplitudes 
for each subclass, which arise due to constraint conditions . 
Zero amplitude: Number of 
Subclass redundant Constraints Zero amplitudes independent 
covariant (CS,TR,OMS) (CS,TR,OMS) amplitudes 
cs :fi41 = fr; i = 1...5 , 6, 8 
fr41 fil j41 =-jl4· i = 7 9 t t ) ) 0 
cs :fl"l. = fr; i = 1...5, 6, 8 
fr42 ft2 j42 = - j24. i = 7 9 t t ) ) 0 
cs :fl3 = fr; i = 1...5, 6, 8 
j43 =-!34. i = 7 9 t t ) ) 
fr43 fr TR :]l3 = fP; i = 1...5 ,6 0 
f43-- j42 8 - 8 
p44 fr f44 j44 j44 7 ) 8 ) 9 5 
Total 44 
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where the kinematic covariants Kn (n = 1...13) are 
K1 S = 14 0 14 
K2 P = "/0'-l 
K 3 V = ! J.l- 0/J.l. 
K 4 A = !slj.J. 0/s/j.J. 
K s T = crJ.l.v 0 CJJ.l.v 
K 6 Qu,l-'(14 0!J.1.) 
K1 Q22,"'(!J.1. 0 14) 
K 8 Qu,J.l.(,S 0/s/J.l.) 
K g Q22,"'(,S!J.l. 0/s) 
K1o Q12,11-(14 0/J.l.) S 
Ku Q2l,J.l.(!J.1. 0 14) S 
K12 Ql2,j.J.(is 0/sij.J.) S 
K13 Q2I,"'bsij.J. 0is) S 
with 
Q .. (p~ + PJ) J.l. tJ,j.J. - 2M and 
The invariant amplitudes FjP} are functions of the invariant amplitudes, i~P} with 
F1 
3 3 1 
- h + - h - h + !4 - -is 4 2 4 
F2 
1 3 3 
--h + - h + h - i4 + -is 4 2 4 
1 1 1 1 
F3 --h--h +- i 4 +-is 4 2 4 4 
1 3 1 1 
F4 - - - h - - i4 - -is 
i 1 2 2 4 
Fs 
1 1 1 
--fi +-h--is 8 4 8 
F6 iJp} + iip} 
F1 i Jp} - iip} 
F8 f{P}rr + f{P}'TJ 8 tJ 9 tJ 
Fg i{p} 'TJ" - f{p} 'TJ 0 8 tJ 9 tJ 
F1o /P} - 'TJ -j{p} 6 tJ 7 
Fu f JP} + 'T/ijffp} 
F12 f{p} 'TJ . - f{p} 8 tJ 9 
F13 lip} 'T/ij + !Jp} 
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where the same rho-spin sector will appear on both sides of the equation above and the 
value of the parameter TJij is given in Table 2.2 of Section 2.5.1 for each rho-spin sector. 
The relation between the rho-spin indices {p} = {p1 p~p2 p~} and the ij indices are given 
in Table 2.1 of Section 2.5.1. Using the short-hand notation, 
we can write down explicitly 1 : 
Ap(Pl , M, si) 
Ap(ih , M, s2) 
Ap(k1 ,M,sJ) 





F = (A+(1')A+(2'))F11 (A+(1)A+(2)) + (A+(1')A_(2' ))F12 (A+(1)A+(2)) + 
(A+(1')A+(2'))F13 (A+(1)A_(2)) + (A+(1')A_(2'))F14 (A+(1)A_(2)) + 
(A_(1')A+(2'))F21 (A+(1)A+(2)) + (A_(1')A_(2'))F22 (A+(1)A+(2)) + 
(A_(1')A+(2'))F23 (A+(1)A_(2)) + (A_(1')A_(2'))F24 (A+(1)A_(2)) + 
(A+ (1')A+(2') )F31 (A_ (1)A+(2)) + (A+ (1')A_ (2') )F32 (A_ (1)A+(2)) + 
(A+(1')A+(2'))F33 (A_(1)A_(2)) + (A+(1')A_(2'))F34 (A_(1)A_(2)) + 
(A_(1')A+(2') )F41 (A_(1)A+(2)) + (A_(1')A_(2'))F42 (A_(1)A+(2)) + 
(A_ (1')A+ (2') )F43 (A_ (1 )A_ (2)) + (A_ (1')A_ (2') )F44 (A_ (1 )A_ (2)). (2. 72) 
Use of Eq. (2.72) in Eq. (2.1) allows four cases concerning the combination of projectile 
and target nucleon masses to be distinguished: 
1. No medium effect (M1 = M2 = M): In this case only subclass F 11 will contribute 
to the invariant scattering amplitude. It is important to note that in this special 
case the IA2 representation ofF is equivalent to the SPVAT parameterisation of 
F. This fact will be used later in Section 3.2 to perform numerical checks on the 
formalism presented in this chapter. 
2. Projectile relativity (M1 =J. M; M2 = M): Contributions to the invariant scattering 
amplitude arise from F 11 , F 21 , F 31 and F 41 where the latter three subclasses require 
at least projectile relativity for a contribution. 
3. Target relativity (M1 = M; M2 =J. M): Contributions to the invariant scattering 
amplitude arise from _frn, F 12 , F 13 and F 14 where the latter three subclasses require 
at least target relativity for a contribution. 
4. Target and projectile relativity (M1 =J. M ; M2 =J. 1"1): Now all subclasses will con-
tribute to the invariant scattering amplitude but F 22 .fr23 F 24 _fr32 _fr33 _fr34 .fr42 
' ' ' ' ' ' ' F 43 and F 44 require at least projectile and target relativity for a contribution. 
1 In this equation we dispense for notational simplicity of the @ symbol. 
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Note that due to the positive energy projection operators in the first term of Eq. (2.72) 
a medium effect can never occur in subclass F11 , in contrast to the way in which medium 
effects are incorporated in the IAl representation. Medium effects in the IA2 represen-
tation of F arise only due to off-shell amplitudes (which are contained in the subclasses 
F12 to F44 ). One can now substitute Eq. (2.71) into Eq. (2.1) and proceed from there 
to calculate IMI 2 in terms of the invariant amplitudes FjP}. We will, however, not follow 
this direct approach due to the following reasons: 
1. Following the standard procedure (see Ref. [Bj64], for example) one finds that 
IM 12 contains traces over at least eight gamma matrices. The number of gamma 
matrices increase as the covariants become more complicated. Since the number of 
terms generated by such a trace is given by N! N (where N refers to the number ( ~)! 22 
of gamma matrices) , and since there is a double sum over the rho-spin sectors, a 
very large number of terms will occur. 
2. Since we are applying a relativistic formalism to a Nuclear Physics problem, it might 
be more instructive to rewrite the IN scattering matrix in a form which is more 
familiar to traditional Nuclear Physics. 
We will therefore follow a similar approach to that in Ref. [Fu93] where an effective 
t-matrix is derived which is a 4 x 4 matrix, but which still contains all the information 





+t(- M)o u P1 , 1 1 I 
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uP(j)) ( where p = ± ) contains no reference to the spin and is normalised to 
In terms of u+ the invariant matrix element is given by 
M = 
Use of the identity 
(A® B)(C ®D) AC®BD (2.77) 
leads to the expression 
( E; E2 E;' E2
1 
) ~ t t I + .... + .... A M M'f Mi, [¢ (sf) 0 ¢ (s2)] [u (k1, M1) ® u (k2 , M2)JF 
[u+(PI, MI) ® u+(j}2, M2)][¢(si) ® ¢(s2)]. (2.78) 
The effective i -matrix is now defined as: 
matrix. (2.79) 
Set 
Eq. (2. 78) becomes: 
(2.80) 
Since i is a 4 x 4 matrix, it can be expanded in terms of a basis constructed from the 
Pauli matrices and the momenta of the scattering process. Define 
• the three-momentum transfer 
.... .... q = P1 - k1 = k2 - P2, 
• the average momentum 
.... 1 (.... k .... ) Pa = 2 P1 + ~ 1 
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• and a vector orthogonal to both if and Po. 
Note that 
N if X Pa 
Pl X fl. 
For quasielastic scattering lfl11 =I= I k11 and therefore if and Po. are not orthogonal, however , 
N · if = N · Pa = 0. Assuming only parity invariance i can be written in terms of a set 





t 2::: bn (x~l ) ® x~2)) (2.82) 
n=l 
where 
bl = al , (1) X1 = 12 , (2) X1 = 12 
b2 = ..E:2.... (1) = fJ.a (2) = fJ.a M4' X2 ) X2 
b3 i (1) = fJ.a (2) =h M2a3 , X3 ) X3 
b4 i x(l) - I (2) = fJ.a M2a4, 4 - 2, X4 
b5 1 (1) - - (2) = if·B M2a5, X5 = q ·a-, X5 
b6 1 (1) - - (2) M2a6, X6 = Pa ·a-, X6 = Pa ·O" 
b7 1 (1) =if· a, (2) = p'""'a·B M2a7, X7 X1 
bs 1 (1) = p'""'a · B, (2) = if·B. M2as, Xs Xs 
Eq. (2.81) [or Eq. (2 .82)] is the central result of this section. It is important to note that 
no approximations were made in deriving the 4 x 4 form of the effective t-matrix. The 
effective amplitudes still contain all the information which comes from the relativistic 
analysis, i.e. from the solution of the Bethe-Salpeter equation. We next have to do the 
following: 
1. Derive the transformation from the invariant amplitudes, FJP} (n = 1 ... 13) to the 
effective amplitudes , an (n = 1 .. . 8). 
2. Derive expressions for the spin observables in terms of the effective amplitudes, an · 
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2.5.3 Transformation from the invariant amplitudes FjP} (n = 1 ... 13) to the 
effective amplitudes an (n = 1 ... 8) 
Define the following quantities: 
Tr[i] 
Tr[(a·a ® b·a)i] 
-i Tr [ ( N . a ® J2) i] 





The next step is derive equations for the effective amplitudes in terms of the Y-functions 
defined above. Taking the trace of Eq. (2.81) yields 
1 
a1 = 4Y1. (2.87) 
Multiply Eq. (2.81) with (N ·a Q9 N · a) and take the trace of the resulting equation. 
Since N ·if = N · p: = 0 there will be no contribution from the last four terms of Eq. 
(2 .81) and therefore 
(2.88) 




If we follow the same reasoning as above, we can also derive a set of four coupled equations 
relating the amplitudes a5 , a6 , a7 and a8 . A set of coupled equations arise since the vectors 
if and Pa are not orthogonal for quasielastic scattering, (i.e. if· Pa =/=- 0 ) . The solutions 
are: 
r/Y2(Pa,Pa) - r2r3Y2(fta, if) - r2r3Y2(if,pa) + r32Y2(if, if) 
(r1r3 - rl)2 
r12Y2(Pa,Pa) - r1r2Y2(Pa , if) - r1r2Y2(if,pa) + r/Y2(if, if) 
(r1r3 - rl)2 
-rlr2Y2(Pa,Pa) + rlY2(fla, if) + rlr3Y2(if,Pa) - r2r3Y2(if, if) 
(r1r3 - rl)2 
-rlr2Y2(Pa,Pa) + r1r3Y2(P'a, if) + r/Y2(if,Pa) - r2r3Y2(if, if) 










2fla . if 
and 7'2 --M 
2 .... 2 
7'3 Pa M 
The next step is to derive an expression for the i-matrix which can be used in the definition 
of theY-functions. To this end substitution of Eq. (2.71) into Eq. (2.79) leads to 
13 
i = LL FJP}(f'p;(kl ,M,Ml)® f'p;(k2,M,M2))Kn 
{p} n=l 
(rPl (pl, M, M1) 0 rp2(fi2, M, M2)) (2.95) 
where we have used Eq. (2.77) and introduced the r -matrices defined as: 
=4x2 matrix. (2.96) 
In Eq. (2.96) M* denotes an effective mass and Eq. (2.73) has been generalized to: 
+(p .... M*) = ( !2 ¢(p1, M*) ) 
u ' ........ ( .... M*) . CJ. p X p, (2.97) 
Eq. (2.97) reduces to Eq. (2.73) if one sets 
(2.98) 
where E*(pl) = V'P12 + Mt and 
X(Pl, Mt) = N(p1, M1) (E*(pl) + M1))-1. (2.99) 
We can obtain an explicit expression for r P as follows: From Eq. (2.97) we can write 
u+(p M*) = ( I2 ¢(p,M*) ) + ( ........ o.... ) 
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Substitution of Eqs. (2.101) and (2.102) into Eq. (2.17) leads to 
Ap(p,M) = ~~(a3®h)- 2i~(a2®p · B) + ~(!2 ® !2). (2 .103) 
Substitution of Eqs. (2.100) and (2.103) into Eq. (2 .96) and using Eq. (2 .77) together 




rp(f), M, M*) = 2: h~il(p, M , M*) (ei ® Ai(P )) 
h~1 l(p, M, M*) 
h~2 ) (p, M, M*) 
i=l 
i = 1 
i = 2 
~~ if;(p, M*) - ~~ x(p, M*) + ~if;(p, M*) 
2~¢(p, M*) - ~~x(p, M*) + ~x(p, M*). 
Similar steps lead to 
where 
f' p(P, M, M*) 
j~1 l(p, M, M*) 
j~2) (p, M, M*) 
2 
2: j~il(p, M, M*) (ej ® Ai(P)) 
i= l 
h~1 ) (p, 111, M*) and 








To calculate the effective amplitudes the contribution of each covariant to theY-functions 
must be determined. This is done using Eq. (2.95) as well as Eqs. (2.83) to (2.86) . These 
equations are then employed in Eqs. (2.87) to (2.94) to determine the effective amplitudes. 
This procedure requires the calculation of traces of a set of matrices, ti , where i = 1 ... 46. 
With each covariant is associated a set oft-matrices of which the trace must be taken. 
They are listed in Appendix B. t-matrices for covariants K 6 to K 9 need not be specified 
since we can use those already defined for the SPV AT covariants. 
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To illustrate how the t-matrices arise we calculate the contribution of the scalar co-
variant to each of the Y-functions . Substitution of K 1 = S = 14 0 14 into Eq. (2.95) 
and use of Eq. (2 .77) leads to 
~ {p} - ~ 
t = L...t F1 [fP~ (k1, M, M1)fP1 (p1, M, M1)] 0 
{p} 
[f', (f2, M, M2)rp2 (f2, M, M2)] . (2.111) P2 
The matrix 
i = 1, 2 
is the t-matrix, t1 , associated with the scalar covariant (see Table B.1) . Therefore 
Y1 Tr(i) 
~ {p} - ~ ~ - ~ ~ 
= L...t F1 Tr(r p~ (k1, M, Ml)r Pl (Pl, M, Ml))Tr(r p; (k2, M, M2)r P2 (P2, M, M2)). 
{p} 
Use of Eqs. (2.104) and (2.108) shows that 
2 
f' p' (ki, M , Mi)r p; (Pi, M, Mi) = L j;~)(ki, M, Mi)h~)(fi, M, Mi)Ar(ki)Ar('Pi) 
' r=l ' 
fori = 1, 2 and therefore [using Eq. (2.105)] it follows that 
Tr(f'P;(ki,M,Mi) fp;(fi,M,Mi)) = 2j;;)(ki,M,Mi)h~~)(fi,M,Mi) + 
2].(2) (k~- M M·)h(2) (p~- M M·)p~- · k-;:· p: t , , t p; t , , t t t 
for i = 1, 2. The contribution of the scalar covariant to Y1 is therefore 
42:::: F1{p} [/;)(kl,M,Ml)h~:)(Pl,M,Ml) + {p} pl 
/~)(k1, M, M1)h~~)(ji1, M, M1)P1 · k1][/;)(k2, M, M2)h~;)(jh, M, M2) + pl p2 
/~)(k2, M, M2)h~)(ji2, M, M2)P2 · k2] . (2.112) p2 
Similarly we have that 
Y(a, b) 
where we have used Eq. (2.111) and where summation over the repeated indices, i and 
j, are implied. The matrix 
[CTif' P: (ki, M, Mi)r Pi (Pi, Af, Mi)] for i = 1, 2 
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is the t-matrix, t2 , associated with the scalar covariant (see Table B.1). Using Eqs. 
(2.104), (2.108) and (2.105) it follows that 
Tr(aJ;P; (kl, M, Ml)fp1 (PL, M, M1)) = 2i(kl x PL)i j;;)(k1, M, M1) h~~l(fL, M, M1) 
for l = 1, 2 and therefore 
Y(a, b) = 
(2.113) 




Eqs. (2.112), (2 .113), (2.114) and (2.115) can now be substituted into Eqs. (2.87) to 
(2.94) to determine the contribution of the scalar covariant to each effective amplitude. 
The other covariants are handled in a similar manner, but as they increase in complexity 
it becomes impractical to do the trace algebra by hand and therefore a program was 
written in the MATHEMATICA programming language [Wo88] to do the required trace 
algebra. The resulting expressions are very long and complicated and therefore we discuss 
in Section 3.2 various numerical checks that have been performed in order to ensure that 
the effective amplitudes are correctly implemented numerically. 
Since the effective amplitudes are linear functions of FJP}, i.e. 
vi = 1...8 (2.116) 
the isospin zero (isospin one) effective amplitudes are obtained by substituting the isospin 
zero (isospin one) invariant amplitudes into Eq. (2 .116). 
2.5.4 Expressions for spin observables in terms of effective amplitudes, an 
In this section we derive expressions for the unpolarized double differential cross section, 
the analyzing power and the polarization transfer observables in terms of the effective 
amplitudes, an for quasielastic (p,p') and (p, n) scattering. 
The kinematic quantities in the NN laboratory frame are depicted in Fig. 2.8 (which 
is identical to Fig. 2.2). 
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Figure 2.8: Laboratory kinematics for the scattering process of Fig. 2.4. 
1. Unpolarized double differential cross section. 
For the scattering process in Fig. 2.4 we can write down the expression for the 
differential cross section, dO" [Bj64]: 
dO" = (2 .117) 
In this equation M1 and M2 refer to the effective masses of the external nucleons 
(see Section 2.3). The four-momenta p~ , P2, kr and k2 are defined in Eq. 2.3. As 
we consider the quasielastic scattering at energies much higher than the interac-
tion energies amongst the target nucleons, we assume the latter to be practically 
non-interacting. Therefore, the momentum distribution of these nucleons can be 
obtained in a Fermi gas model. Following the same arguments as in Ref. [Ho88] 
allows one to write down the following expression for the double differential cross 
section: 
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In Eq. (2 .119) , qJ.L is the four-momentum transfer qJ.L = (w*, if) where 
I I 
w* = E; - E; = E; - E2 and 
Define the function 
r" (PI,P2, f1 , k2) = 2:: 2:: IMI2· (2.120) 
Si,S f S2,S; 
Substitution of Eq. (2.82) into Eq. (2.80) leads to 
8 
M = 91 L bn [¢t(st)X~1)¢(si) ] [¢t(s~)X~2)¢(s2)] 
n=l 
and therefore one can write 
8 
r" (PI,P2, kl, k2) = g~ L b:nbn Tr[x~1)X~)]Tr[x~2)x~lJ. (2.121) 
m ,n= l 
An explicit expression for r" (p1,p2 , k1, k2 ) is given in Appendix C. To obtain the 
unpolarized cross section, one sums over the initial spins and averages over the final 
spins, which leads to: 
__. I 
~~~~~;~I 1kJ diP21 d¢ IP21f(p~, p;, kt) X 
q 1 Pmm 
r" (PI,··· k2). (2.122) 
Eq. 2.122 is defined to yield zero when lk11 :S kp or lk21 < kp. This effect is called 
Pauli blocking. For (p, p1 ) scattering 
( 
du ) (p,pl) 
dfl~ dE~ unpol -
where 
bfve = ~(bi(J = 0) + bi(J = 1)). 
For the (p, n) charge-exchange reaction 
( 
du ) (p,n) 
dfl~ dE~ unpol -
where the charge-exchange amplitudes are defined as: 
For employing these expressions one needs the following quantities: 
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1 
(a) The Fermi momentum kf = [~1r < p > J 3 , where the average nuclear density 
< p > can be calculated, spatially weighted for this reaction, in an eikonal 
approximation of the incoming beam. More refined values of k f for specific 
target nuclei can be found in Table II of Ref. [Hi94]. 
(b) The effective number of participating protons and neutrons Zef f and Neff, 
also follow from the < p >-value and the nuclear ~ ratio . 
2. Analyzing power 
The definition of the analyzing power is given in terms of polarized double differ-
ential cross sections as [Ho88]: 
du (A A) du (A A) 
dO.' dE' Sf= +n -dO.' dE' Sf= -n 
1 1 1 1 (2.123) du (A A) du (A A) 
dO.' dE' Sf= +n +dO.' dE' Sf= -n 
1 1 1 1 
where, for example, 
_. I 
da (A) lk11El1kf dl .... ld"'l .... lf(* *k)1f''( A) dD'1dE1' sf = l-IE*' . P2 'f' P2 Pr , P2, f 2 sf q 1 Pmm 
is averaged over incident spin directions si, and the target particles' initial and final 
spin as contained in the factor: 
(2.124) 
where use was made of Eqs. (2.10) and (2.11). A calculation of the traces in Eq. 
(2. 124) shows that f'' (p1 , .. . , sf) has the following structure: 
r-,(- A ) Pr, ... ,Sf = fr (pr, ... ,k2) + h(f)r, ... ,k2)N · Sf + 
h (Pr, · · ·, k2) Pa · ( q X sf) . 
Defining the combination function 
r' (Pr, ... J2, sf) = f'' (Pr , ... J2, sf) - f'' (PI, ... , k2, -sf) 
and using Eq. (2.125) in Eq. (2.126) yields 
r'(Sf) = 2(h(ir, ... ,k2)N·sf + h(P1,···,k2)Pa·(fixsf)· 
(2. 125) 
(2.126) 
The explicit forms of the functions h and h can be inferred from Eq. (C .2) in 
Appendix C. If sf = ii then 
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and 
Pa · (q X n) = -p1k1 sin (h. 
The analyzing power (which is equal to the polarization in the RPWIA model) for 
the (p,p') reaction is given by 
, t 1 dlfi'2l d¢1 P21J(Pi , .. ,p2, kt) (Zet t r' (n, {bi(I = 1)}) + Net tr' (n, {bfve} )) 
Ay(p,p ) = Pm•n tl dlfi'2l d¢1 fh iJ(kJ) (Zeftf" ( {bi(J = 1)}) + Nefff" ( {bfve})) 
Pmtn 
and the analyzing power (which is equal to the polarization in the RPWIA model) 
for the (p, n) reaction is given by 
A _ n _ g:,in dliJ2 id¢1P2 1f(kf) r' (n, {b~h-ex}) 
y(P, ) - I:Ln dliJ2Id¢liJ2If(kf) r" ( {b~h-ex }) (2.127) 
Since a (p, n) reaction implies that the incident proton could only have scattered 
off a neutron , we set Zeff = 0. Now Neff cancels between the numerator and 
denominator (both being cross sections) rendering Ay (p, n) independent of Neff. 
3. Polarization transfer observables 
The polarization transfer observables are defined in terms of linear combinations of 
polarized double differential cross sections as follows [Ho88]: 
dr/~E' (s; , SJ) - dr/~E' (- si ,sf)- dr:/~E' (si , - SJ) + dij~E' (-si , - SJ) 
D ·· . = I I I I I I I I (2 128) 1
· J du ( ' ' ) du ( • • ) du ( • • ) du ( • ' ) · · dO.'dE' Si , Sf + dO. ' dE' - S;,Sj + dO. ' dE ' S;,-Sf + dO.'dE' -Si, - Sf 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
In Eq. (2.128) a typical polarized double differential cross section is: 
dCJ (' ' ) dO~ dE~ Si, sf 
where 
f(p1 , .. . , k2, si , sf) 
8 
g~ 2: b:n bn[Tr (F (si)X~) P(sf )x~l))][Tr(x~lx~2))] 
m ,n=l 
h(PI , ... , k2) + Al. Si + A2. Sf + 
(si · A3)(sf · A4) + (si · sf)(A6 · A1) + si · (sf x As) 
with Ai functions of only the three-momenta, (i. e. p1, p2 , k1 and k2 ) of which t he 
explicit form can be inferred from Eq. (C.1). Define again , now dictated by the 
form of Eq. (2.128), a function: 
r (iJI, ... , k2,si,sf) = f'(hsf)- f'(- si ,sf)- f' (h - sf) + 
f'(-si , - sf) . 
4[(si · A3)(Sf · A4) + si ·(sf x As)+ 
(si · sf)(A6 · A7)]. 
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Table 2. 7: Values of kinematical quantities containing si and/ or s f for each non-zero 
polarization transfer observable. 
kinematical 
quantity De'e Ds's Dnn Ds'l Dl's 
if· si P1- k1 cos e -kl sine 0 P1- k1 cos e -kl sine 
if· Sf P1 cos e- k1 -pl sine 0 -pl sine P1 cos e- k1 
Pa · Si ~(Pl + k1 cos e) ~kl sine 0 ~(Pl + k1 cos e) ~kl sine 
Pa · Sf ~(Pl cos e + kl) -~Pl sine 0 -~Pl sine ~ (Pl cos e + k1) 
N · si 0 0 P1k1 sine 0 0 
N ·sf 0 0 P1k1 sine 0 0 
Si ·Sf cos e cose 1 -sine sine 
N· (six sf) P1k1 sin2 e P1k1 sin2 e 0 P1k1 cos e sine -plkl cos e sine 
The explicit expression for r contains various kinematic parameters which are pre-
sented in the first column of Table 2. 7. The other columns contain the values of 
these quantities , in the laboratory frame, for each spin transfer coefficient. e refers 
to the laboratory scattering angle, p1 = lfl11 and k1 = lk11. Use of Eqs. (2.129), 
(2. 130) and (2.122) leads to 
n.,. = J;~in dlfl2l d¢ l il2lf(p~,p;,kf) 4f(si , sf) 
t J Jpk~in dlfl2l d¢ lil21f(pi,p2, kf) r" (ill, ... , k2). (2 .131) 
The polarization transfer observables for the (p, p') reaction are given by 
D ·, . __ , _ J:~in dlf2i dcp lf2if(kf ) (4Zefff(s;, Sf , {b;(I = 1)}) + 4Nef!f(s;, Sf, {bfve} )) 
tJ[(p,p )] - J:~in djp2j dcp IP2IJ(kf) (Zefff"({b;(J = 1)}) + Nefff"({bfve})) 
and the corresponding observables for the (p, n) reaction are given by 
(2. 132) 
Once again, as in Eq. (2. 127) , the effective number of neutrons does not appear in 
Eq. (2. 132). 
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2.6 Summary 
We have presented a formalism to calculate polarization transfer observables for quasielas-
tic proton-nucleus scattering using a general Lorentz invariant representation of the 
nucleon-nucleon scattering matrix. In this way we avoid the ambiguities which are in-
herent in the previously-used five-term representation (the SPV AT form) of F. In the 
process we have derived an effective t-matrix which is a 4 x 4 matrix (and therefore 
more familiar to Nuclear Physics) but which still contains all the information coming 
from the relativistic analysis. This necessitates the transformation from the 44 invariant 
amplitudes to a set of eight effective amplitudes as well as the derivation of new expres-
sions for the spin observables in terms of the effective amplitudes. By staying within 
the framework of the RPWIA (with its many simplifying features) 2 and using a general 
Lorentz invariant representation of F, allows one to do an unambiguous investigation of 
effective-mass-type medium effects via quasielastic proton-nucleus scattering. In the next 
chapter numerical results for the spin observables based on the formalism developed in 
this chapter will be presented. 
2 all of which are motivated by experimental data on the spin observables 
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Chapter 3 
IA2 predictions of quasielastic spin 
observables 
3. 1 Introduction 
In this chapter we present the numerical results for the quasielastic spin observables 
employing a general Lorentz invariant representation of the NN scattering matrix within 
the framework of the RPWIA (we will refer to this as the RPWIA2 formalism) . Our aim 
is to perform a systematic study of the predictive power of RPWIA2 for complete sets of 
spin observables for both quasielastic (p,p') and (p, ii) scattering. 
Recall (see Section 2.4) that, despite a number of significant improvements on the 
original RPWIA model (such as the inclusion of more refined effective masses and a more 
rigorous treatment of the 1rNN vertex), its predictions could still not consistently describe 
both quasielastic (p,p') and (p, n) spin observables. The latter shortcoming is one of the 
main reasons for developing the RPWIA2 model discussed in Chapter 2. Some of the 
questions we hope to address in this chapter are the following: 
1. How successful is the effective mass concept in describing quasielastic (p, p') and 
(p, n) scattering data ? 
2. Is it possible to find a combination of effective projectile and target nucleon masses 1 
( ¥f, !fJ) which can describe a complete set of spin observables { Ay, Di'J} for (p, ji') 
and (p, fi) scattering ? Will this set be the same for the two types of reactions ? 
3. How do numerical results based on the IA1 representation ofF compare to those 
utilising the IA2 representation ofF ? 
We attempt to address the first two questions in Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2, where we 
introduce the idea of an effective mass band and the concept of an optimal effective mass. 
Table 3.1 lists all the reactions for which calculations are done in this survey. Complete 
sets of spin observable data exist for all the energies and targets used, except 4°Ca(p, ii) 
at Tlab = 495 MeV for which no analyzing power data is available and 4°Ca(p,p') 
at Tlab 200 MeV for which only Ay and Dnn data are available. The reaction 
4
°Ca(p, n) at Ttab = 495 MeV is included since data exist at two different laboratory 
angles and furthermore it is complementary to the reaction 4° Ca(p, p') at Tlab = 500 
MeV. The (p,p') data at Ttab = 200 MeV are complementary to the (p,n) data at 
1 t his of course includes the possibility: M1 = M 2 = M 
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Ttab 200 MeV and are therefore also included. In Section 3.6 we compare predictions 
Table 3.1: Experimental data for which calculations were done at the quasielastic peak (as 
a function of laboratory scattering angle) and as a function of energy transfer. 
Reaction Tlab (MeV) Btab (degrees) Reference 
40Ca(p,p) 500 19 [Ca84] 
12c(--) p,p 420 24 [Ch90] 
12C(- - ) p,p 290 30 [Ch90] 
54Fe(p, P ) 290 20 [Ha88] 
40Ca(p,p) 200 30 [Ca95] 
4
°Ca(p, n) 495 18, 27 [Ta98] 
4
°Ca(p, n) 200 24,37,48 [Ha98] 
2osPb(p, n) 200 24,37,48 [Ha98] 
of the RPWIA2 formalism with spin observable data as a function of energy transfer, w. 
Before proceeding, we first discuss the various numerical checks that were performed on 
the RPWIA2 formalism developed in Chapter 2. 
3. 2 Numerical Checks 
This section discusses the numerical checks that were performed to ensure that the trans-
formation from invariant amplitudes, FJP} (n = 1, ... , 13) [Eq. 2.71] to effective ampli-
t udes, ai (i = 1, ... , 8) [Eq. 2.81] done in Section 2.5 .3 have been carried out correctly. 
The IA1 representation of F is given by [Ho86, Ho88]: 
5 
FIAl = L F~A1 (An ® An) (3.1) 
n=l 
where 
An E {S,P, V,A, T} 
and the IA2 representation ofF [see Eq. (2 .71 )] is given by 
13 
F = L L F~1 p~p2 p~ [Ap~ (k1; M) ® Ap~(k2; M)] Kn 
PlP~ iP2P~ n=l 
(3.2) 
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Substitution of Eq (3.1) into Eq. (2.1) yields [using Eq. (2.120)] 
An explicit expression for Eq. (3.3) is given in Eq. (2.26) of Ref. [Ho88] . For the IA2 
representation of P, we have from Eq. (2.121): 
8 
r" (pl, P2, kl, k2) = gi L b:nbn Tr[x~1)x~l]Tr[x~2)x~l]. (3.4) 
m ,n=l 
From Eq. (2.72) we see that only subclass pu contributes when M1 = M2 M (when 
medium effects are neglected, i.e. only free masses are used instead of effective masses), 
then Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4) must give exactly the same results when the same amplitudes 
are used. When, for a given 1lab, r~Al and r" give exactly the same numerical value, 
then we know that the transformation from invariant amplitudes to effective amplitudes, 
for only the SPV AT covariants have been carried out correctly. In Fig. 3.1 we show 
a graph of r" versus elab· Only one line is visible on the graph since the curves for r" 
calculated via Eq. ( 3. 4) (but using a free mass for the projectile and target nucleon which 
implies that only subclass pu will contribute and is therefore equivalent to a free mass 
IA1 calculation) and r" calculated using the SPVAT form of P, i.e. directly from Eq. 
(3.3), coincide exactly. 
We now investigate whether the transformation from invariant amplitudes to effective 
amplitudes have been carried out correctly for covariants K 6 to K 13 . This will be done 
as follows: The effective amplitudes in Eq. (3.4) are determined by the choice of the 
covariant and the traces in this equation are over Pauli matrices. On the other hand 
one can also calculate r" directly in terms of invariant amplitudes but in this case the 
traces will be over Dirac matrices. One therefore has two independent ways to calculate 
r" for the choice of a specific covariant. The two expressions one obtains (one in terms 
of effective amplitudes and one in terms of invariant amplitudes) must give exactly the 
same numerical answer for the same incident laboratory kinetic energy as a function of 
the laboratory scattering angle. We will illustrate this procedure for the covariant K 6 . 





Ks: A= "/ (3 .7) 
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e 
lab (degrees) 
Figure 3.1: Here, in fact, two graphs off", calculated respectively from Eqs. 3.3 and 3.4 
are plotted for the same kinematical configuration: A 200 MeV incident proton beam and 
no medium effects allowed on the projectile and target nucleons. Only one graph is visible 
which shows that the sets of r" values coincide exactly. It serves to illustrate the correct 
IA2 calculation based on Eq. 3.4 . 
The contribution of either covariant K 6 or covariant K 8 to Eq. (2.71) is therefore: 
F6;8 = L F6W LJJ. (Ap; (1') 0 Ap; (2')) (A 0 BJJ.)(AP1 (1) 0 Ap2(2)). (3.8) 
{p} 
The subscript '6;8' in Eq. (3.8) indicates that either covariant K6 or covariant K 8 will 
make a contribution of this form to F. Eq. (3.8) can also be written as: 
(3.9) 




The contribution of either covariant K 6 or K 8 to the invariant amplitude can then be 
found by substituting Eq. (3 .9) into Eq. (2 .1 ) to obtain: 
(3.12) 
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Notice in Eq. (3.18) that there is a double sum over the positive and negative energy 
sectors, indexed by 
and 
For covariant K 6 , use of Eq. (3.6), shows that 
A ' Ap'
1 
(k1, lvf) Ap1 (Pl, M) P1P1 
:;;r-;- Acq (ji1, M)A~' (k1, M) QlQj ~1 
Ell; Ap'
2 
(k2, M)'yJJ. Ap2 (fh, M) P2P2 
Ifll:- Aa2 (P2, M)r'( Aa' (k2, lvf) Q2Q2 2 
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where we have used Eq. (2.17) and Eq.(2.66) , and therefore the contribution of covariant 
K r /1. 6 to IS: 
where 
P1 = (E1,fJ1) 
k1 = (E~, k1) 
P2 = (E2,fJ2) 
k2 = (E;,k2) 
(3.19) 
. withE[ = ~2 + M 2 and E~ 2 = ki2 + M 2 fori= 1, 2. Eqs. (3.19) and (2.121) provide a 
check whether the transformation from invariant amplitudes to effective amplitudes has 
been carried out correctly for only covariant K 6 , since Eqs. (3.19) and (2.121) must give 
(for chosen 7lab) exactly the same numerical value, when only K6 is included to calculate 
the effective amplitudes [which is then used in Eq. (2.121)]. It is worth appreciating that 
Eq. (2 .121) requires traces over Pauli matrices, whereas Eq. (3.19) requires traces over 
Dirac matrices. It is impractical to do the Dirac traces in Eq. (3.19) by hand and therefore 
a code was written using MATHEMATICA [Wo88] to do the required trace algebra. To 
check that this program works correctly we have verified that we can reproduce Eqs. 
(2.26), (2.27), (A.1) and (A.2) of Ref. [Ho88]. Exactly the same reasoning can be applied 
to covariants K 7 to K 9 . For covariants K 10 to K 13 the presence of the exchange covariant, 
S leads to traces with respect to particle 1 and particle 2, as well as particle 1' and particle 
2'. For example, the contribution of K 10 or K12 to r" is 
r~o;l2 = 
Notice in Eq. (3.20) that particle 1 and particle 2 appear within the same trace (this is 
due to the exchange covariant, S). In Fig. 3.2 we show a plot of r" calculated via Eq. 
(3.4) [but including only one covariant at a time, indicated by the subscript on r" , to 
calculate the effective amplitudes] and r" calculated using Dirac traces, with !ft = 0.8 
and ¥; = 0.8. The specific choice of !ft = 0.8 and ¥; = 0.8 corresponds to the optimal 
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value (see Chapter 3) for the reaction 4°Ca(p, n) at 1lab = 200 MeV. Any choice of 
effective masses will of course be valid. Only one line is visible on the graph since the 
resulting curves coincide exactly. 
In this section we have verified numerically that the transformation from invariant 
amplitudes to effective amplitudes have been carried out correctly and that the formulas 
derived for the spin observables are correct. 
3.3 Medium modifications of the effective amplitudes 
The purpose of this section is to show, by way of illustration, how medium effects influence 
the individual effective amplitudes due to the IA2 representation of F. Figs 3.3 to 3.8 
show real and imaginary parts of all the effective amplitudes for isospin zero (T = 0) and 
isospin one (T = 1) as well as the charge exchange effective amplitudes for 1lab = 200 MeV 
as a function of laboratory scattering angle. The solid line represents the effective mass 
calculation for which ¥J = 0.8 and lfi = 0.8 and the dashed line represents the free 
mass calculation. The specific choice of ¥J = 0.8 and lfi = 0.8 corresponds to the 
optimal value (see Chapter 3) for the reaction 4° Ca (p, n) at Ttab = 200 MeV. Any choice 
of effective masses will yield similar qualitative results. We note the following: 
1. Medium effects on the individual effective amplitudes at this low energy are in 
general not very large. The only two amplitudes which do display a comparatively 
larger medium effect are a3 and a4 for isospin one: See Figs 3.5 and 3.6. 
2. The behavior of the charge-exchange amplitudes (which are used in the (p, n) re-
action) are completely different from the individual isospin zero and isospin one 
amplitudes (which are used in the (p,p') reaction). This illustrates the fact that 
(p, pI) and (p, n) scattering sample different parts of the NN interaction in the 
nuclear medium. 
3. Since the spin observables are complicated functions of the effective amplitudes, 
medium effects on the individual amplitudes do not necessarily translate into medium 
effects on the spin observables (see Sections 3.4.3 and 3.6). 
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Figure 3.2: r" calculated via Pauli traces but including only one covariant (indicated 
by the subscript) to calculate the effective amplitudes as well as r" calculated via Dirac 
traces for the specific covariant. Only one line is present on the graph since the two curves 
coincide exactly. 
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Figure 3.3: R eal parts of the isospin zero effective amplitudes for T tab - 200 MeV as a 
fu nction of Btab · Th e solid lin e represents the effective mass calculation for which ¥J 
0.8 and "!.; = 0.8 and the dashed line represents the free mass calculation. 
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Figure 3.4: Imaginary parts of the isospin zero effective amplitudes for Tlab = 200 MeV 
as a function of elab· The solid line represents the effective mass calculation for which 
¥J = 0.8 and ¥J = 0.8 and the dashed line represents the free mass calculation. 
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Figure 3.5: Real parts of the isospin one effective amplitudes for Tlab - 200 MeV as a 
function of e lab· Th e solid line represents the effective mass calculation for which !fJ 
0.8 and ¥:f = 0.8 and the dashed line represents the free mass calculation. 
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Figure 3.6: Imaginary parts of the isospin one effective amplitudes for Ttab - 200 MeV 
as a function of elab· The solid line represents the effective mass calculation for which 
!!ft 0.8 and !fJ = 0.8 and the dashed line represents the free mass calculation. 
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Figure 3. 7: Real parts of the charge exchange effective amplitudes for Ttab = 200 MeV 
as a funct ion of elab· The solid line represents the effective mass calculation for which 
¥f = 0.8 and ¥J = 0.8 and the dashed line represents the free mass calculation. 
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Figure 3.8: Imaginary parts of the charge exchange effective amplitudes for Tlab 
200 MeV as a function of ()lab . Th e solid line represents the effective mass calculation 
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3.4 IA2 versus IAl predictions without Fermi averaging 
In this section we compare IA1-based predictions of spin observables to those utilising 
the IA2 representation of F. In parallel with this we address the questions as to whether 
the effective mass concept can describe all experimental data and if there exists one com-
bination of effective masses which can describe a complete set of spin observables. Ex-
perimental data on the spin observables are generally fairly constant with energy transfer 
[Hi99]. For this reason we compare IA1 and IA2 representations ofF at the quasielastic 
peak (hence as a function of laboratory scattering angle, 111ab)· For the reaction at the 
quasielastic peak we assume that, on average, the target nucleon is at rest, i.e. jp2 J = 0 
and hence we first ignore the Fermi motion of the target nucleon and proceed to plot the 
effective mass bands and extract the optimal effective masses for the various reactions 
listed in Table 3.1. We ignore Fermi motion in order to do a first order calculation to 
compare IA1 with IA2 results. In Section 3.5 we include the Fermi motion of the target 
nucleon in the extraction of the optimal effective masses. 
3.4.1 Effective mass bands 
In this section we introduce the concept of an effective mass band for a particular reaction 
listed in Table 3.1. The effective mass band will immediately give an indication if a 
particular spin observable can be described, at the quasielastic peak, by the effective 
nucleon mass concept. 
In the RPWIA2 formalism the effective mass in the Dirac spinor plays a central role. 
Due to the free mass projection operators in the general expansion for fr [see Eq. (2 .72)], 
the subclasses F 12 to F44 can only contribute if the Dirac spinor contains an effective 
mass. As stated previously, medium effects in the RPWIA2 arise only due to off-shell 
amplitudes contained in subclasses F 12 to F44 . We refer to these amplitudes as off-shell 
since they cannot be fixed by experimental NN scattering data. This is in contrast to 
the SPVAT parameterisation of fr which contains no projection operators and medium 
effects therefore occur together with the on-shell amplitudes determined from free NN 
scattering data. As explained in Section 2.3, the projectile and target effective mass can 
be calculated in a well-defined manner, however, the approach here will be to consider 
them as free parameters which can be varied over a range of physically acceptable values, 
1.e. 
(0.5; 0.5) :S ( ¥f; ¥1-) :S (1.0; 1.0) (3.21) 
in step sizes of 0.1. Theoretical calculations of the effective projectile and target nucleon 
masses [Hi94] indicate that M2 is in general less than M1 . This constraint leads to 21 
different effective mass combinations coming from Eq. (3.21) . Recall from Section 2.5.4 
that the RPWIA models quasielastic scattering as a two-body scattering process where 
initially the target nucleon has a momentum p2 with 
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where k 1 is the Fermi momentum and 
Pmin = 
For the reaction at the quasielastic peak we assume that, on average, the target nucleon is 
at rest , i.e. IP'2 I = 0. This condition means that the integration over p2 can be neglected, 




and for the (p,p') reaction to 
and 
r' (n, { afh-ex}) 
r" ( { afh-ex}) (3.22) 
(3.23) 
(3.24) 
The spin observables are now functions of the laboratory scattering angle, Blab, since we 
are working at a fixed energy transfer namely w = Wpeak· If we have experimental data 
for a given reaction then we take Wpeak to be equal to the experimental peak value. The 
spin observables are of course also functions of the effective mass combinations, i.e . 
and 
For a fixed Blab each spin observable (Ay , Di'j) can be calculated successively for each 
of the 21 different effective mass combinations in Eq. (3.21). This is repeated for 
10° ::::; Blab ::::; 60° and therefore each effective mass combination generates a curve as 
a function of Blab· Instead of plotting all the different curves on one graph, we calculate, 
for a fixed Blab the minimum and maximum values for a spin observable, for example: 
(Ay)min(Blab) = Min[Ay(elab; 1.0; 0.5), Ay(elab; 1.0; 0.6), ... , Ay(elab; 1.0; 1.0)] 
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and 
As ()lab is varied between 10° and 60°, (Ay)min(()Lab) traces out a lower curve and (Ay)max(()Lab) 
traces out an upper curve on the graph: All effective mass combinations given by Eq. 
(3.21) will lie between these limits. This is how the effective mass bands are generated 
for each spin observable. The advantage of the effective mass band plots is that it im-
mediately gives an indication whether a particular spin observable can be described at 
the quasielastic peak via the concept of an effective-mass medium effect. If the data 
point falls outside an effective mass band it means that no effective mass combination 
can describe that particular data point. Both the IA1 and IA2 representations ofF were 
used to generate these effective mass bands. For the IA1 representation we employ the 
phenomenological Horowitz-Love-Franey [Ho85] model with pseudovector coupling incor-
porated as explained in Ref. [Hi94]. The bands in Figs 3.9 to 3.16 represent the range 
of values of the spin observable in question, which are found by varying ¥f and lfj over 
the full range specified in Eq. (3.21). The legends are: IA1 (straight line hatch pattern) 
or IA2 (dotted hatch pattern). The data points on these figures represent the value of 
the particular spin observable extracted at the quasielastic peak for a specific laboratory 
scattering angle. The solid and dashed lines represent the values calculated using the 
optimal set (see Section 3.4.2) for respectively the IA2 and the IA1 representation ofF; 
the long-dash-short-dash line represents the free mass values. The systematic behaviour 
of the effective mass bands when Fermi motion is neglected for the various reactions listed 
in Table 3.1 is discussed in Section 3.4.3. 
3.4.2 Optimal effective masses 
In this section we introduce the concept of an optimal effective mass for spin observables 
at the quasielastic peak. 
We start by defining: 
M M n1 n2 t::.(-1 _2) _ '"' '"' ( (j) (e-) _ (j) (e))2 M' M - L L Wtheory t wexpr t 
i=l j=l 
(3.26) 
where wi~~ory ( ()i) is the theoretical value of the spin observable evaluated at the laboratory 
scattering angle ()i at which the experimental data are available. Similarly w~~pr ( ()i) is the 
experimental value of the spin observable. n1 and n2 denote the number of laboratory 
scattering angles at which data exist and the number of spin observables which were 
measured, respectively. For example: For the reaction 4°Ca(p, p') at Ttab = 500 MeV, 
n 1 = 1 (data measured only at one angle) , n 2 = 6 (Ay, De' ,e, Ds's, De',s, Ds',e and 
Dnn) and ()i = 19°. To calculate wi~~ory(()i) we used Eqs. (3.22) and (3.23) for the 
(p, n) reaction and Eqs. (3.24) and (3.25) for the (p,p') reaction. The optimal set for 
a particular reaction is defined as that combination of effective masses for which 6. is a 
minimum, i.e. the optimal set is that combination of effective masses which best describe 
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I 
all the spin observable data for a particular reaction at a particular energy. Table 3.2 
displays optimal effective mass combinations for the case where Fermi motion is neglected 
and for the case when Fermi motion of the target nucleon is taken into account. The 
differences between the two sets of optimal effective masses will be discussed in Section 
3.5. 
Table 3.2: Values of optimal effective mass combinations, ( ¥f, lfJ), extracted at the 
quasielastic peak for the case where Fermi motion is neglected (the first set is the op-
timal IA1 set and the second is the optimal IA2 set) and for the case where Fermi motion 
of the target nucleon is taken into account (the first set is the optimal IA1 set and the 
second is the optimal IA2 set). The last column refers to the effective mass combinations 
which are calculated theoretically {Hi94}. 
Reaction Tlab (MeV) No Fermi motion Fermi motion of target Theory [Hi94] 
4DCa(p,p) 500 (0.9;0.9) (1.0; 0.6) (1.0; 1.0) (1.0;0.9) (0.8;0.8) 
12C( ........ ) p,p 420 (0.9;0.9) ( 0.9;0.6) (0.9;0.9) (0.9;0.8) (0.8;0.7) 
12C( ........ ) p,p 290 (0.9;0 .9) ( 1.0;0. 7) (0.9;0.9) (1.0;0 .9) (0.8;0 .7) 
54Fe(p,p ) 290 (0.9;0.9) ( 0.9;0.6 ) (0.9;0.9) ( 0.9;0.7) ( 0.8; 0.7) 
4
°Ca(p, n) 495 (0.8;0.8) (0.9;0.9) (0.8;0.8) (0.9;0.9) (0 .8;0.8) 
4
°Ca(p, n) 200 (1.0;1.0) ( 0.8; 0.8) (1.0;0.9) (0.9;0.9) (0 .8;0.7) 
2osPb(ff, n) 200 (0.9;0.9) (0.7;0.7) (0.9;0.8) (0.9;0.9) (0.8;0.8) 
3.4.3 Discussion of results 
In this section we discuss in some detail the effective mass bands and the optimal effective 
masses for the reactions listed in Table 3.1. A summary of our findings is presented in 
Section 3. 7. 
Referring to Fig 3.9 we see that for all spin observables the IAl and IA2 effective mass 
bands overlap and that the data point always lies within this overlapping region, except 
for Ay where it lies on the boundary of the IA2 effective mass band. For all Di'/s the 
optimal IAl and IA2 curves describe the single data point very well. For Dn Ds's and 
Ds'L , IA2 does slightly better than IAl. Only Ds'l and Dz's show big differences between 
IA2 medium effects and a free mass calculation for large angles. Both IAl and IA2 as 
well as the free mass calculation totally fail to describe the Ay data point: The optimal 
curves do , however, display a slight quenching effect. In Fig 3.10 the optimal IAl and IA2 
curves describe the Di'/s very well but Ay now falls outside the IA2 effective mass band. 
This implies that no effective mass combination in the RPWIA2 formalism can give Ay· 
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For large angles it is really only Ds'l which shows big differences between a free mass 
and an IA2 optimal mass calculation. For 12C(p, p') at Tt.ab = 290 MeV and Blab = 30° 
(Fig 3.11), both Ay and Dnn fall outside the IA2 effective mass band. This is also true 
for 4°Ca(p,p') at Tt.ab = 200 MeV and Blab = 30° (Fig 3.13). We can therefore make the 
following general statement: As the energy is lowered, the prediction of Ay and Dnn at the 
quasi elastic peak become poorer for (p, p') using the RPWIA2 formalism. The remaining 
observables are still excellently described, however , by the IA2 optimal curve. Ds'l for 
(p, p') scattering consistently exhibits a strong sensitivity to the IA2 medium effect, as 
the energy is lowered, for large angles. Dl'l for (p,p') displays increased sensitivity to IA2 
medium effects, as the energy is lowered, for angles less than 30°, and is insensitive to 
medium effects for angles larger than 30° for 200 MeV::; Tt.ab::; 500 MeV. Ds's shows little 
sensitivity to medium effects over the entire energy range and for all angles. Compared 
to Ay and Dnn, the effective mass bands for the other Di'/s are much wider. This means 
that there are indeed certain effective mass combinations which show large deviations 
from the free mass calculation, but this is not necessarily the optimal set. It is interesting 
to note that as the energy is lowered, the width of the IA2 effective mass band decreases, 
while the IA1 effective mass band stays roughly the same. The consequence is that at 
Tt.ab = 420 MeV, there is still some effective mass combination for which IA1 will give 
the Ay data, whereas IA2 will fail. This must not be interpreted, however, as a true M*-
medium effect. However, as the energy is lowered , the Ay data point now falls outside 
both IA1 and IA2 effective mass bands. The successes of the effective mass idea does 
therefore not carry over to lower energies for the description of Ay at the peak for (p, p') 
scattering. 
Referring to Fig 3.15 we see that in contrast to (p,p') scattering, the optimal curves 
(IA1 and IA2) as well as the free mass calculation describe the analyzing power very well, 
except for 48° where the data point falls outside the effective mass band. This shows that 
for (p, fi) scattering, Ay is not a good observable to measure if medium effects are to be 
studied, since both the free mass and the optimal curves describe the data equally well. 
As for (p, p') scattering, the effective mass bands overlap for all observables except for 
Ds's· This observable is therefore sensitive to the difference in using the incomplete IA1 
representation or the more correct IA2 representation of F. The data clearly favours the 
IA2 calculation, for which the optimal IA2 curve describe the trend very well. The data, 
as well as the theoretical calculation show strong variation with respect to angle for D1,1 
and Ds's· The data for Dl' s have a slight slope with respect to angle and, even though 
it follows the trend, the theoretical calculation misses the data completely. No medium 
effects can therefore predict this observable. Dnn is a very interesting observable since 
the data are quite fiat whereas the theoretical calculation varies strongly with respect 
to angle. Even though the data points at 24° and 37° lie inside the IA2 effective mass 
band, the optimal curves miss the data completely. This shows that there might be some 
combination of effective masses which describe Dnn better than the optimal set. Both 
IA1 and IA2 theoretical calculations are totally incorrect at 48°. We notice, however , 
that for the heavier 208Pb target, the variation with respect to angle of Dnn, is not quite 
as dramatic as for 4°Ca. The data point at 24° is described fairly well by the optimal IA2 
curve. The Dnn data do not exhibit the oscillatory motion of the theoretical curves. On 
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the other hand, the other observables are described fairly well by the optimal IA2 curve. 
This shows the importance of measuring a complete set of spin observables, since as was 
pointed out in Refs . [Hi94, Hi95, Hi98], the Di'/ s are sensitive to different aspects of 
the model and therefore provide very stringent tests for any assumptions that are made. 
The data and the theoretical calculation do not display much difference for the heavier 
208Pb target compared to 4°Ca for (P, n) at 200 MeV. It is really only D1,1 which display 
for angles 2 30° some notable difference between a free mass and an IA2 optimal mass 
calculation. For 4°Ca at 495 MeV, the IA2 optimal curve does not describe the data 
so well, even though it does give the trend of the two data points, except for Dl's· The 
spin observables show totally different behaviour for the (p, p') reaction compared to the 
(p, n) reaction. The theoretical calculation of the polarization transfer observables for 
(p,p') scattering are more monotonic than the Djp's for (p, n) scattering, especially D1,1, 
Ds's and Dnn (which exhibits a very strong oscillatory motion with respect to laboratory 
scattering angle). 
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Figure 3.9: Values of Ay and D i'j versus Blab f or 4° Ca(p,p') at Tlab = 500 MeV. Solid and 
dashed lines represent the calculations with optimal effective mass values in respectively 
the IA2 an d IA 1 representations. The hatched bands denote the range of values which 
result from varying !fj- and ¥f over the fu ll range (see text) : The straight line hatch 
pattern denotes the IA1 model; the dotted hatch pattern the IA2 model. The long-dash-
short-dash lines represent the free mass values. Data (at Blab = 19°) are from Ref. (Ca84}. 
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Figure 3.10: S am e as Fig. 3. 9 but for the reaction 12 C(p, j) ' ) at Tt ab = 420 MeV and 
elab = 240. The data are from R ef. (Ch90}. 
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Figure 3.11: Same as Fig. 3.9 but for the reaction 12 C(ji, ji' ) at Tl ab = 290 MeV and 
elab = 30°. The data are f rom R ef. {Ch90}. 
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Figure 3.12: Same as Fig. 3.9 but for the reaction 54 Fe(p, p') at Tl ab = 290MeV and 
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Figure 3.13: For this reaction, 4° Ca(p, p') at Tlab = 200 MeV and Blab = 30° only a free 
mass calculation (denoted by the solid line) was performed due to the lack of a complete 
set of spin observables. Th e data are from Ref. {Ca95}. 
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Figure 3. 14: Same as Fig. 3. 9 but for the reaction 4° Ca(p, n) at Tlab = 495MeV and 
()l ab = 18° and 27°. The data are from Ref. [Ta98}. 
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Figure 3.15: Same as Fig. 3. 9 but for the reaction 4° Ca(p, ii) at Tzab = 200 MeV and 
Bzab = 24 o , 37° and 48°. Th e data are from R ef. {H a98}. 
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Figure 3. 16: Same as Fig. 3. g but for the reaction 208 Pb(p, n) at Tl ab = 200 MeV and 
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3.5 IA2 versus IAl predictions with Fermi averaging 
When one includes the Fermi motion of the target nucleon one finds that the shape of 
the effective mass bands stay the same for all practical purposes for all the reactions. We 
illustrate this in Fig 3.17 which should be compared to Fig 3.9. In the fourth column of 
Table 3.2 is listed the optimal effective masses for IA1 (first set) and IA2 (second set) 
extracted at the quasielastic peak taking into account the Fermi motion of the target 
nucleon. The optimal effective masses differ slightly, however, and one finds for the 
(p, p') reaction that the effective mass of the target nucleon is a little higher than when 
Fermi motion is neglected. We notice that the effective mass combinations do not vary 
drastically employing either the IA1 or IA2 representat ions of F. The optimal sets for 
both IA1 and IA2 are in general close to the free mass and in this respect they do differ 
from the sets calculated theoretically. If Fermi motion is neglected then IA2 consistently 
predicts, for the (p,p') reaction, a weak medium effect for the projectile and a stronger 
medium effect for the target nucleon. This effect is no longer present when the Fermi 
motion of the target is included: Neglecting Fermi motion for the (p, n) reaction results in 
a strong medium effect for both the target and projectile by the IA2 representation. This 
effect also disappears when the Fermi motion is included: The optimal set is now fairly 
constant over the energy range 200 MeV to 500 MeV for the (p, n) reaction. Including 
the Fermi motion of the target nucleon therefore introduces no discernible differences 
in the effective mass bands and does not drastically alter the optimal effective mass 
combinations. All the results and conclusions of Section 3.4.3 are therefore still valid. 
3.6 Comparison of IA2 predictions to polarization data 
In this section we present the RPWIA2 results for the spin observables calculated as a 
function of energy transfer, w. See Figs 3.18 to 3.30. The solid and dashed lines represent 
the optimal IA2 and the free mass calculations respectively. The long-dash-short-dash 
calculation corresponds to ¥f and o/J which are taken from Table II in Ref. [Hi94] for 
the particular reaction and laboratory energy. The optimal set is that combination of 
effective masses which gives the best value for all experimental spin observables at the 
quasielastic peak. 
The analyzing power for the reaction 4°Ca(p,p') at 'Ttab = 500 MeV (see Fig 3.18) 
illustrates very nicely the difference between employing the incomplete IA1 representation 
of P and the correct IA2 representation of F. Firstly, in the original calculation of 
Horowitz and Murdock in Ref. [Ho88] it was found that the use of an effective mass for 
both the projectile and target nucleons moved the theoretical calculation closer to the 
data and below the free mass calculation for Ay. This was referred to as the 'quenching 
effect ' in the analyzing power and claimed to be a 'relativistic signature'. In Ref. [Ho88] 
the SPVAT form of P was used with ¥f = 0.90 and o/J = 0.85. Fig 3.18 shows that 
the IA2 representation of P produces a very small quenching effect in Ay as compared to 
Fig. 6 of Ref. [Ho88] over the entire range of w. There are two types of effective mass 
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calculations which must be distinguished in Fig 3.18: On the one hand we employ the 
effective masses, ¥f and !:fJ which are taken directly from Table II of Ref. [Hi94] for 4°Ca 
at Tlab = 500 MeV and on the other hand we have the IA2 optimal set (in this case ¥f = 
1.0 and !:fJ = 0.9). The former calculation with ¥f = 0.892 and !:fJ = 0.817 (which 
nearly equals the values of Ref. [Ho88]) is nearly identical to the free mass calculation and 
the quenching effect is very small and negligible beyond the peak. On the other hand we 
notice that the IA2 optimal set, (1.0,0 .9), nearly corresponds to the free mass combination. 
We can understand this result as follows: the optimal set is defined as that combination 
of effective masses which gives the best fit to all experimental spin observables. As the 
calculation of Ref. [Ho88] also indicates, the Di'/s are better described by a free mass 
calculation. By taking into account the analyzing power, however, the optimal set is now 
slightly shifted away from (1.0,1.0) to (1.0,0.9) since Ay does require an effective mass for 
a better description. The difference between using the SPVAT form of P and a general 
Lorentz invariant representation ofF can now clearly be identified. The results of Ref. 
[Ho88] indicate that Ay is better described by an effective mass for the projectile and 
target while the other Di'/s prefer the free mass calculation. The IA2 representation 
does not lead to such a strong quenching effect in Ay (hence IA1 gives a better prediction 
of Ay than IA2 for 4°Ca(ji,ji') at Tlab = 500 MeV) but it is consistent in that it 
predicts very little medium effects for all spin observables, reflected in the fact that the 
optimal set, (1.0,0.9) , nearly corresponds to the free mass combination. One concludes 
that, even though there may exist some combination of effective masses which leads to 
a better description of Ay, it is not necessarily the optimal, which is defined to be that 
combination which gives the best fit to the data (at the peak) for all spin observables. 
The quenching effect becomes smaller as the energy is lowered to 420 MeV (see 
Fig 3.19) and is entirely negligible at 290 MeV (see Fig 3.20). At Tlab = 200 MeV 
(see Fig 3.22) there is very little medium effect in Ay and the calculations using a free 
mass and an effective mass do not predict Ay at all. For this reaction we did not extract 
an optimal set due to the lack of a complete set of experimental data. However our pre-
vious calculations do show that there is in general not such a large difference between the 
optimal set and the effective masses taken from Table II in Ref. [Hi94]. We can therefore 
make the following general statement: The prediction of Ay for (ji,ji') scattering through 
the use of an optimal effective mass set becomes poorer as the energy is lowered within 
the RPWIA2 framework. It is evident from Figs 3.19 to 3.21 that as the energy is low-
ered, the medium effect in all spin observables is very small and that all three types of 
calculations give comparable results for (p, ji') scattering. Figs 3.18 to 3.21 show that 
the value of Dnn at the quasielastic peak is shifted away from the optimal IA2 theoretical 
calculation as the energy is lowered. This corresponds to the behaviour in Figs. 3.9 to 
3.12 where the data points progressed further from the effective mass bands as the energy 
is lowered. Referring to Figs 3.23 and 3.24 we notice that , just as in Fig 3.18, IA2 predicts 
no medium effect in the analyzing power for the reaction 4°Ca(p, ii) at Tlab = 495 MeV 
and Blab = 18° and 27°. For the lower energy of T 1ab = 200 MeV (see Fig 3.25) there 
is very little medium effect in Ay. As the angle increases so does the difference between 
the free mass calculation and an effective mass calculation to the right of the quasielastic 
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peak (see Figs 3.26 to 3.27) for 1lab = 200 MeV. The calculation also gives a fairly 
good description of the data at this low energy. As for the (p,p') observables, there is 
very little medium effect in the Di'/s at 1lab = 495 MeV, however the comparison with 
data is now significantly poorer than for the corresponding (p, p') observables, especially 
at ()lab = 27°. It is significant that the RPWIA fails at 495 MeV for the (fl, ii) reaction 
since one would expect this to be a favourable energy. A possible cause could be multiple 
scattering effects since many of the Di'/s are close to zero in the experimental data. The 
IA2 prediction of the Di' j's is fairly good for the reaction 4°Ca(p, p') at 1lab = 200 MeV 
(see Fig 3.25), except for Dz's and Dnn· From Figs 3.26 to 3.27 we notice that the quality 
of the IA2 prediction of the Di'/s decreases with an increase in the laboratory scattering 
angle. 
3. 7 Summary and Conclusions 
In this chapter we applied the general Lorentz invariant representation of the NN scat-
tering matrix to the calculation of complete sets (Ay, De' ,f., Ds',s, De' ,s, Ds',e and Dnn) of 
quasielastic spin observables for both (p, p') and (p, ii) scattering. In order to ascertain 
the degree to which medium effects, i.e. the use of effective projectile and target nucleon 
masses, can describe the experimental data, we introduced the concept of an effective 
mass band which is shown in Figs 3.9 to 3.16. The band in each figure represents the 
range of values of the spin observable in question which is found by varying ¥f and '1J 
over the full range specified in Eq. (3.21). In conjunction with this we extracted an 
optimal effective mass combination, which is defined as that set of effective projectile and 
target nucleon masses which gives the best fit to all experimental spin observables for a 
particular reaction and laboratory kinetic energy, for both (p, p') and (p, ii) scattering. 
These results are summarised in Table 3.2. In order to calculate the effective mass bands 
and the optimal effective mass combinations we used the values of the spin observables at 
the quasielastic peak since the spin observables are in general fairly constant with excita-
tion energy. For the reaction at the quasielastic peak we distinguished between the cases 
where we neglect the Fermi motion of the target nucleon (this corresponds to free NN 
kinematics) and where we include the Fermi motion of the target nucleon. Neglecting the 
Fermi motion allows one to do a simple first-order calculation of the effective mass bands 
and the optimal effective mass combinations as well as comparing IA1- with IA2-based 
predictions of the spin observables. Inclusion of the Fermi motion of the target nucleon 
does not lead to results which differ much from the case when Fermi motion is neglected: 
This is illustrated in Fig 3.17 which must be compared to Fig 3.9. Finally we also pre-
sented, in Figs 3.18 to 3.30, the predictions for the spin observables as a function of energy 
transfer using the IA2 representation of P. Below we summarise the main features of our 
investigation. 
The shape of both the IA1 and IA2 effective mass bands do not vary much over 
the entire range of 1lab for (p, p') scattering. Even though the IA2 effective mass band 
becomes wider for Dnn as the energy is lowered, the data point lies outside the effective 
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mass band. The shape of the effective mass bands do vary with energy for the (p, n) 
reaction. For (p,p') scattering the prediction of Ay and Dnn at the quasielastic peak by 
the optimal IA2 curve becomes poorer as the energy decreases. The quenching effect in Ay, 
as a function of energy transfer, w, becomes negligible as the incident laboratory energy 
decreases for (p,p') scattering and there is very little medium effect in the analyzing 
power. The other observables are still fairly well described by the optimal IA2 curve as 
a function of w and at the quasielastic peak (i.e. as a function of laboratory scattering 
angle), except for Dnn· The analyzing power for the (p, n) at Ilab = 200 MeV is well 
described by the optimal IA2 curve, however, due to its strong oscillatory motion it fails to 
reproduce the Dnn data. The (p, n) calculations at Ilab = 495 MeV display no medium 
effect in Ay and very little in the other Di'j's. Our results clearly indicate that the IA2 
formalism does not lead to such strong medium effects as the SPVAT form of F. It should 
be stressed that a given effective mass combination may well lead to large deviations from 
the free mass calculation but that this set will not necessarily be the optimal set which is 
defined as that combination which gives the best fit to all experimental spin observables. 
This can clearly be seen from the effective mass bands plots. It is in this sense that we 
say that IA2 does not lead to such strong medium effects. It is also reflected in the fact 
that the optimal set (see Tabel 3.2) extracted taking into account the Fermi motion of 
the target nucleon is in general close to the free mass combination for all reactions and 
laboratory energies. Our results also show that one needs target and projectile relativity 
(albeit small) to give a reasonable description of the data. 
Let us now address the questions which were posed in the introduction of this chapter: 
1. How successful is the effective mass concept in describing quasi elastic (p, p') and 
(p, n) scattering data ? 
For experimental (p, p') and (p, n) data at the quasielastic peak the effective mass 
concept does provide an adequate description of the following spin transfer coeffi-
cients: Dn , Ds's, Ds'f. and De' s for the energy range 500 MeV to 200 MeV. For the 
(p,jJ') reaction one obtains an excellent description but the (p, n) observables are 
(compared to the (p,p') observables) not so well described. The description of Dnn 
becomes problematic for both (p, p') and (p, n) scattering as the energy is lowered. 
For the (p,p') reaction the data point shifts away from the effective mass band as 
the energy is lowered while for the (P, n) reaction the theoretical calculation exhibits 
a strong oscillatory motion at 200 MeV which causes it to miss the data which are 
quite constant as a function of laboratory scattering angle. The optimal effective 
mass does provide a good description of the (p,p') Ay data at the quasielastic peak 
using the IA2 representation of F. It should be emphasised that even though some 
effective mass combination may describe Ay well , it will not necessarily be the op-
timal set. Furthermore, one finds , that as the energy is lowered the Ay data point 
shifts away from the effective mass band. Using the optimal set to calculate Ay as 
a function of energy transfer w, leads to a poorer description of (p,p ' ) scattering 
data as the energy is lowered , since the optimal set is in general close to the free 
mass combination. It is important to note that IA2 produces in general very lit-
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tle quenching, even when the effective projectile and target nucleon masses differ 
significantly from the free nucleon mass, which becomes negligible as the energy is 
lowered to 200 MeV. The (p, n) data are, however, much better described by the 
optimal IA2 set. 
2. Is it possible to find a combination of effective projectile and target nucleon masses 
(!f:t,lf:f) which can describe a complete set of spin observables {Ay,Di'j} for (p,p') 
and (p, n) scattering ? Will this set be the same for the two types of reactions ? 
In general one can find a combination of effective projectile and target masses which 
describe (p,p') and (p, n) data. One finds, however, that the optimal set fails to 
describe Ay for the (p,p') reaction. The optimal set for (p,p') and (p, n) scattering 
are in general fairly close and constant with incident laboratory kinetic energy and 
target nucleus when the Fermi motion of the target is included as can be seen from 
the third column of Table 3.2. 
3. How do numerical results based on the IA 1 representation of P compare to those 
utilising the IA2 representation of P ? 
The use of a complete set of NN amplitudes eliminates the arbitrariness of the five-
term representation and it provides a theoretical basis for the off-shell parts of the 
NN interaction which is absent in the SPVAT form of F. However, numerical calcu-
lations indicate that at the quasielastic peak, IAl and IA2 do provide comparable 
descriptions of the data if one employs the optimal sets for the two representations. 
One can understand this result as follows: Since the optimal IA2 set is in general 
very close to the free mass, it indicates that the dominant subclass must be pn, but 
in this case IA2 is equivalent to IAl. On the other hand, the shape of the effective 
mass bands are different for the two representations. The IA2 effective mass band 
is often narrower than the IAl band for a particular observable and hence IAl can 
give a false indication of the predictive power of an M* calculation and of the effect 
of effective projectile and target nucleon masses on the spin observables. 
The calculations also show that the (p,p') and (p, n) observables behave very differently 
and furthermore the individual spin observables are sensitive to different aspects of the 
model. This emphasises the fact that one should measure complete sets of (p,p') and 
(p, n) observables for the same target , energy and momentum transfer since these two 
reactions provide complementary information and place even further restrictions on any 
model of quasielastic scattering. Our results indicate that the measurement of a complete 
set of spin o bservables for low energy (p, p') scattering would be extremely useful since 
this is exactly the place where the RPWIA2 model fails . 
In this investigation the effective masses were treated as free parameters and it was 
found that no effective mass combination could describe both (p, p') and (p, n) scattering 
observables. Even though the IA2 treatment of medium effects (within the RPWIA 
framework) is the most advanced to date it still fails to describe all observables; the glaring 
example being the prediction of Ay for (p, p') scattering as the energy is lowered from 500 
MeV to 200 MeV. Despite the successes of the Walecka model effective mass concept and 
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the plane wave approximation the theoretical work should now start to include additional 
effects like multiple scattering and distortions of the projectile. A theoretical formalism 
(initially employing the IAl representation of F) to include the latter effect has been 
presented in Ref. [Hi99] but this still needs to be implemented numerically. 
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Figure 3.17: Values of Ay and Di'j versus Btab for 4°Ca(p,p') at Ttab = 500MeV. This 
figure includes the Fermi motion of the target nucleon. Compare the shape of the effective 
mass bands to Fig 3. 9 which neglected the Fermi motion of the target nucleon. So lid and 
dashed lines represent the calculations with optimal effective mass values in respectively 
the IA 2 and IAJ representations. The hatched bands denote the range of values which 
result from varying ¥J- and lfJ over the full range (see text) . The straight lin e hatch 
pattern denotes the IAJ model; the dotted hatch pattern the IA2 model. The long-dash-
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Figure 3.18: Valu es of A y and Di' j versus energy transfer, w, for the reaction 4°Ca(p, p ') 
at 7lab = 500 MeV and Btab = 19°. Th e solid and dashed lines repres ent the IA 2 optimal 
mass set and the free mass calculations respectively. The long-dash-short-dash line corre-
sponds to the values !fj = M{sc and !fJ = M;sc (see t ext and R ef. {Hi94}), calculated 
from self- consist ent (SC) nuclear potentials. The peak is located at w ~ 63 MeV and the 
data are from R ef.{Ca84J. 
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Figure 3.19: Similar to Fig 3.18 for the reaction 12 C(p,p') at Tzab = 420 MeV and (}lab 
24°. Th e peak is located at w ~ 93 MeV and the data are from Refs. {Ch89, Ch90}. 
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Figure 3.20: Sim ilar to Fig 3.18 for the reaction 12 C(p,p ') at Tlab = 290 MeV and 
()lab = 30°. Th e peak is located at w ~ 90 MeV and the data are from R ef. [ Ch90}. 
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Figure 3.23: Similar to Fig 3. 18 for the reaction 4° Ca(p, ii) at Tlab = 495 MeV and 
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Figure 3.24: Similar to Fig 3.1 8 for the reaction 4° Ca(p, n) at ~ab = 495 MeV and 
Blab = 27°. Th e peak is located at w ~ 138 MeV and the data are from Ref. [Ta98). 
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Figure 3.26: Similar to Fig 3.1 8 f or the reaction 4° Ca(p, n) at Tl.ab = 200 MeV and 
elab = 37°. Th e peak is located at w ~ 107 MeV and the data are from R ef. [Ha98}. 
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Figure 3.27: Similar to Fig 3. 18 f or the reaction 4° Ca(p, n) at Ti.ab = 200 MeV and 
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Figure 3.28 : Sim ilar to Fig 3.18 for the reaction 208 Pb(p, ii) at Tlab = 200 MeV and 
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Figure 3.29: Sim ilar to Fig 3. 18 fo r the reaction 208 Pb(p, n) at 1lab = 200 MeV and 
()l ab = 37°. Th e peak is located at w ~ 127 MeV and the data are f rom R ef. [Ha98}. 
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Appendix A 
Transformation properties of covariants, r n' 
under charge symmetry and time-reversal 
transformations 
A.l Transformation properties of covariants, r n under a charge 
symmetry transformation 
In this appendix we illustrate how to calculate the transformation properties of the co-
variants, r n under a charge symmetry transformation. 
The S PV AT covariants do not contain any momenta and therefore 
00 ++ - -!:! (_~) Sr n ( 'TJii )S 
J:/(~)rn('TJij) V n = 1...5 
where ~ is a collective index designating the set: 
since s6 and s7 are odd under simultaneous interchange of 1 (1') and 2 (2'). For the other 
covariants we consider as an example f 6 . 
P1'2'Sf~j(Q.)f6('T/ij)Pr2S = P1'2'Sf~j(Q.)[Qn,!J.(I4 ® !!J.) + Q22,!J.(!!J. ® !4) + 
Q2l ,!J.(!!J. ® I4)S + Q12,1J.(J4 ® I!J.)S]P12S. (A.1) 
Now 
under the simultaneous interchange of p1 ~ k1 and p2 ~ k2 (represented by the operators 
F12 and F1' 2' . Use of Eqs. (2.30) and (2.32) leads to 
Similar steps can be carried out for the other terms in Eq. (A.1) and therefore 
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The same arguments can be made for covariants r 7 to r 9 and therefore we can claim that 
where 
Xn { 
1 if n = 1... 5, 6, 8 
-1 if n = 7, 9 
and 
Note in Eq. (A.2) that the order of the rho-spin indices are unchanged. 
A.2 Transformation properties of the covariants, r n, under a 
time-reversal transformation 
We first record the following indentity: 
Indentity 1 If I&) and 1.8) are time-reversed states of Ia) and I ,B) respectively, i .e. 
I&) = T la) = 1.8) = TI,B) (A.3) 
where T is the time-reversal operator, then 
(A.4) 
for any linear operator X [Sa85}. 
We illustrate the calculation of the product 
for the case of n = 8. From the definition of r 8 given in Section 2.5.1, it follows that 
where Eqs. (2.31) and (2.58) were used. Use of 
Qu = Qu, 
Ql2 = Q21, 
Q22 = Q22, 
Q2l = Ql2, 
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and 
leads to 
-(rJijQn,Ji.(''/0-/"!Ji.) + 'TJij Q22 ,J1.("!5"(J1. 0 "(5) + 
rJijQ2l,ji. (l'YJ1. 0 'Y5)S + "7ijQ12,ji.('Y5 0l'YJ1.)). 
Use of Table 2.4 then leads to 
Similar reasoning applied to the other covariants allows us to write: 
T( 0 O)f't ( ·· )( 0 !0-. o)T-1 = { rn('TJij) if n = 1.. .5, 6 
"( 0 "( n 'TJ~J "( 10' "( - r n ( 'TJij) if n = 8. 
Note that f 7 and f 9 do not transform simply under a time-reversal transformation [Tj87a]. 
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Appendix B 
Definition of matrices ti 
The t-matrices referred to in Section 2.5 .3 are listed in Table B.1 for the SPV AT covari-
ants , Table B.2 for covariants K 10 to Kn and Table B.3 for covariants K12 to K13 . Even 
though it is straightforward to calculate traces of these t-matrices, one only needs to take 
care with covariants involving the matrix S. Since S cannot be written in the form of a 
Kronecker product, the identity 
Tr[(A 0 B) (C 0 D)] = Tr(AC) Tr(BD) (B.1) 
will not be useful for covariants K 10 to K13 but instead the identity 
Tr[(A 0 B) S(C 0 D)] = Tr[ADBC] (B.2) 
where 
A, B 2 x 4 matrices, 
C, D 4 x 2 matrices and 
S 16 x 16 matrix. 
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Table B.l: t-matrices for the SPV AT covariants. 
covariant t-matrix 
s = 14 0 14 t1 = rp~ (1')r p1 (1) 
t2 = CJifP,t(1')fPL(1) 
p = 15 0 15 t3 = CJjf ' (1')r5f PI (1) P1 
v = !1-L®rp. t4 = r p' (1')r0r PI (1) 
- I . 
t5 = fp,L(1')r~rPI (1) 
t6 = (Jkr , (1 ')r0r PI (1) P1 
t1 = CJS' p; (1')rir PI (1) 
A = 15/p. 015/p. ts = fp~(1 'h5rifp1 ( 1 ) 
tg = CJk f p; (1')r5r 0 f p1 (1) 
- I 5 i t10 = (Jkrp'
1 
(1 )r, r PI (1) 
T = (JJ.LV 0 (J J.LV tu = r p; (1')CJ0~rPI (1) 
tl2 = f' p' (l')CJijf PI (1) 
tl3 L o· = CJkf I (11)CJ ~r PI (1) P1 
tl4 = CJkf'p~ (l')CJijrPI (1) 
Table B.2: t-matrices for covariants K 10 to Ku . 
covariant t-matrices 
tl5 = rp'lrP2rp;rurPI 
K1o = Ql2,p.(J4 ®ilL) S tl6 = f' ,fP2 f' 'rifPI PL P2 
tl7 - 0 = CTrf p' r P2CJsf p' I r PI 
- I - 2 . 
t18 = CTrf p' f p2CJs f p' ,~r p1 
tl9 
- I - a 
= CTrf p' r P2r p; I r PI 
- I - . 
t2o = CTrrp'rP2rp,,~rPI 
- I - 2 
t21 = f p' f P2CJsf p' / Of PI 
- I - 2 . 
t22 = r , r p2 (J s r p' ,~ r PI p ? 
t23 = rp; ro r P2 rp; r Pl 
Ku - Q2l,p. (ri-L 0 14) s t24 = f' ,,ir P2f' , r PI - PL P2 _ 
t25 = (Jk~p; r0rp2 CJt~p; rPI 
t26 = (Jk~p;,~rP2~lrp;rPI 
t27 = (Jkr ,,or P2r , r Pl 
_PI . _ P2 
t2s = (Jkr p, ,~r P2r , r Pl 
_ 1 _P2 
t29 = ~p; r0rp2 CJk~p; rP1 
t3o = r , ,~r p2CJkr p' r PI p ? 
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T able B.3: t -matrices fo r covariants K 12 to K 13 . 
covariant t-mat rices 
t 31 - f P~ 15f P2 f p~ 1510 f Pl -
K l2 = Ql2,tt b 5 ®151 tt )§ t 32 - 5 - 5 . - r p1 1 r P2 r I 1 1l r Pl - L P2 
t33 
- - 0 
-
ak r P~ 1'T p2 a 1r P~ 1 51 r Pl -
t34 
- 5 - 5 . 
-
a kr p~ I r P2 ~l r p~ I ll f Pl -
t35 - 5 5 0 - a kr p~ I r P2r p~ I I r Pl -
t 36 
- 5 - 5 . 
- a k r I I r P2 r I I ll r Pl - P1 P2 
t37 - f' 5f f' 5 or - p~l P2 ()k p~ll Pl 
t 38 
- 5 - 5 . 
- r ~ 1 f p2a kr ~ 11lrPl - p, P? 
t 39 - f p~ 1510 f P2f p; 15f Pl -
K 13 Q2l,tt b 51 tL ®15)5 t4o - 5 . - 5 - - r p1 1 1l r P2 r p~ 1 r Pl - -
t41 
L 5 0 - 5 
- ak r 1 1 I r P2 a lr p' I r Pl - pl 2 
t 42 
- 5 . - 5 
- O"kfp~lllfP2 alfp~l f Pl -
t 43 - 5 0 - 5 - O"kfp~~~ f p2 f p;1 f p1 -
t44 
- 5 . - 5 
- ak r ~~~lrP2 r ~~ r Pl - Pr P2 
t45 - 5 0 - 5 - fp~ ll fp2 0"rfp~1 f Pl -
t46 - 5 . - 5 - r p' I ll f P2a r r p~ I r Pl -
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Appendix C 
Explicit expressions for spin observables in 
terms of the effective amplitudes, ai(i == 1- 8) 
In this appendix we present explicit expressions for the quantities r", rl and r in terms 












for i = 5, 6, 7, 8 
-2ai 
m 
where m denotes the free nucleon mass. 
1 II - -
2 r (ih, ih , k1, k2) = 9! 
4Im(ai) 2 + 4Re(aJ) 2 + (N · N)2 ( 41~~2 ) 2 + 4 R:~d) + 
N. N (-4 I_m_..:.,(a:---'3)'-2 4Re(a3) 2 4Im(a4)2 4Re(a4)2) (4Im(a6) 2 4Re(a6)2) r..: . _ )2 
4 + 4 + 4 + 4 + 4 + 4 \}'a Pa + m m m m m m 
( 
8 Im(a6) Im(a7) 8 Re(a6) Re(a1) 8 Im(a6) Im(as) 8 Re(a6) Re(as)) _ _ _ _ 
---'---'--4,..------''----'- + 4 + 4 + 4 Pa · PaPa · q + 
m m m m 
(
8Im(as) Im(a6) 8Re(as)Re(a6) 8Im(a7)Im(as) 8Re(a7)Re(as)) r..: _) 2 
m4 + m4 + m4 + m4 \}'a . q + 
(
8Im(as) Im(a7) 8Re(as)Re(a7) 8Im(as)Im(as) 8Re(as)Re(as)) ___ _ 
---'-----'-'-4-;---'----'-'- + 4 + 4 + 4 Pa · q q · q + 
m m m m 
(
4Im(as) 2 4Re(as) 2) (- ;;'1 2 (4Im(a7) 2 4Re(ad 4Im(as) 2 4Re(as) 2) _ _ __ -----'-:-4~ + 4 q · q, + 4 + 4 + 4 + 4 Pa · Pa q · q 
m m m m m m 
(C.1) 
1 I -
2 r (ft1, ... , k2, sf) = 9! 
(-
-_4_R__:e('-a=c.2)_Im--::-'-(a--"'4)'---N_·N_- 4 Im(a2)Re(a4)N·N 4Re(aJ) Im(a3) 4 Im(a!)Re(a3) ) N- • 
6 + 6 - 2 + 2 . Sf+ 
m m m m 
_ (- • ) (4Re(a6)Im(a7)Pa'Pa 4Im(a6)Re(a7)Pa·Pa 4Re(as)Im(a6)Pa·if 4Im(as)Re(a6)Pa·if 
Pa · q X Sf m4 - m4 - m4 + m4 
---'---'------;-'---=-='----=- + - + - --'----'----:-'---'--::.._::_ 4 Re(a7) Im(as) Pa · q 4 Im(a7) Re(as) Pa · q 4 Re(as) Im(as)if · q 4Im(as) Re(as) if · q) 
m4 m 4 m4 m 4 (C.2) 
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1 rr.;: k- • • ) 
- 2 VJl, ... , "2,Si,Sf = 4gl 
( 
2 Im(a2)2 N · N 2 Re(a2) 2 N · N 2 Im(ad 2 Re(a3) 2) N- • N- • ( 2 Im(a2) Im(a4) N · N 
----'--'-'-;;-a - + a + 4 + 4 · Sf · s;+ 6 + 
m m m m m 
2Re(a2)Re(a4)N·N 2Im(a!)Im(a3) 2Re(a1)Re(a3)) N- (" • ) _ • _ • (2Im(a6)2.Pa· .Pa 
- ---'---'--------=-6 __:_ _ _ - 2 - 2 · S; X Sf + Pa ·Sf Pa · Si 4 + m m m m 
2Re(ad.Pa·Pa 4 Im(a6) Im(aa).Pa·Q 4Re(a6)Re(aa).Pa·Q 2 Im(aa) 2 q·q 2 Re(adq·q) ----'-.:..:......,4~....:....=. + 4 + 4 + 4 + 4 + 
m m m m m 
_ • (2 Im(a6)Im(a7)Pa ·.Pa 2Re(a6)Re(a7)Pa ·.Pa 2Im(as) Im(a6)Pa ·q 2Re(as)Re(a6)Pa ·q 
Pa · Si 4 + 4 + 4 + 4 + 
m m m m 
2Im(a7)Im (aa).Pa·Q 2Re(a7)Re(aa).Pa·Q 2 Im(as) Im(aa)q·q 2Re(as)Re(aa)q·q) _ . 
-----'----'--4.,o..-::.-'--'--'----=.+ 4 + 4 + 4 q·sf+ 
m m m m 
_ • ( 2 Im(a6) Im(a7) Pa · Pa 2 Re(a6) Re(a7) Pa · Pa 2 Im(as) Im(a6) Pa · q 2 Re(as) Re(a6) Pa · q 
Pa · Sf 4 + 4 + 4 + 4 + m m m m 
2 Im(a7)Im(aa).Pa · Q 2Re(a7)Re(aa).Pa · Q 2 Im(as) Im(aa)q·q 2Re(as)Re(aa)q·q) _ . 
_ __:_.c..:....__4;'--'-.:....::..._----=. + 4 + 4 + 4 q . Si + 
m m m m 
(
2 Im(a7 )2 Pa · Pa 2 Re(a7 )2 Pa · Pa 4Im(as) Im(a7) Pa · q 4 Re(as) Re(a7) Pa · q 2 Im(as) 2 q · q 
-----'-----'-74~....0....:... + 4 + 4 + 4 + 4 + 
m m m m m 
2 Re(as) 2 q· q) _ . _ . (r ( )2 R ( )2 Im(a2) 2 (N · N)2 Re(a2) 2 (JV · N) 2 Im(a3)2 N · N 
m4 q. Sf q. s; + mal + e al - mB mB m4 
Re(ad N · N Im(a4) 2 N · N Re(a4) 2 N · N Im(a6)2 CPa · Pa) 2 Re(ad CPa · Pa) 2 
_ .:.........;'---:---- + + - _o........::..::........o::-=---.!....::..<'-
m4 m4 m4 m4 m 4 
2 Im(a6) Im(a7) Pa ·PaPa· q 2 Re(a6) Re(a7) Pa ·PaPa · q 2 Im(a6) Im(aa) Pa ·PaPa · q 
m4 m4 m4 
2 Re(a6) Re(aa) Pa ·PaPa · q 2 Im(as) Im(a6) CPa · q'/ 2 Re(as) Re(a6) CPa ·if/ 
m4 m4 m4 m4 
2 Re(a7) Re(aa) CPa ·if/ Im(ad Pa · Pa q· Q Re(a7) 2 Pa·PaQ·Q Im(ad.Pa·PaQ·Q Re(aa) 2 Pa · Pa Q · Q 
m4 m4 m4 m4 m4 
2Im(as) Im(a7)Pa · qq· q 2 Re(as) Re(a7) Pa · qq· q 2 Im(as) Im(aa) Pa · qq· q 2 Re(as) Re(aa) Pa · qq · q 
m4 m4 m 4 
Im(as) 2 (q· if'/ Re(as) 2 (q· q'/) . . 
m4 - m4 s;. Sf (C.3) 
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Appendix D 
......., ....., ......., ......., ......., 
Exchange covariants, S, P , V, A and T in 
terms of the S P V AT covariants 
The SPV AT covariants are linearly independent and therefore we may write: 
X= aS+bP+cV+dA+eT 
















To calculate the traces we can use the identity: 
if X - x1 0 x2 . This leads to the following matrix relation between the exchange 
covariants and the S PV AT covariants: 
s 1 1 1 -1 1 s 2 p 
1 4 -2 0 -2 -4 
p 
v - 12 0 -2 0 12 v (D.1) 
A 4 -4 -2 0 -2 4 A 
T 1 -1 1 1 1 T 2 
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